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INTRODUCTION 
The University of Massachusetts has a rapidly evolving commitment to reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and improving the environmental sustainability of its operations. According to the 
most recent IPCC report, the buildings sector has more potential to contribute to climate change 
mitigation than any other sector.1 The energy efficient designs of the current spate of building 
projects are indicative of the University’s commitment to green building—reducing the energy 
intensity of the university relative to building area and activities. However, these efforts cannot 
reduce the total energy use or greenhouse gas emissions from current levels. Among the 
University’s assets with the greatest potential to achieve these goals are its existing buildings.  
Most of these are good buildings that have not reached the end of their useful life. Forty-two 
buildings, encompassing more than half of the general administration and educational space fall 
into the categories of “catch up and keep up” or “keep and renew” according to the university’s 
Building Disposition Report.2 Many of the existing buildings have great historical, aesthetic, and 
emotional value and have stood the test of time as the site of the academic, scientific, and 
cultural work that is their primary purpose. Can these buildings be updated to dramatically 
reduce their energy consumption and allow them to continue to function as valuable assets for 
the long term? What levels of energy savings are possible and reasonable? This report is 
designed to answer these questions for one representative building: Holdsworth Hall. 
The recommendations in this report are the product of a detailed and careful examination and 
exploration of the building and its operations. The investigations and proposed solutions are 
motivated by two principles: First, the architectural intention should be respected. The building 
as designed works well on many levels, and no recommendation should undermine currently 
effective systems and designs or compromise the aesthetic intention of its designers. Second, the 
building is a complex system, and no change can be considered in isolation. Single measures 
may achieve savings, but cannot maximize savings or performance without complementary 
changes in related systems. A final package of recommended measures will define a new 
building system with emergent properties that make for a qualitatively different and better 
building beyond simple energy consumption metrics.  
 
  
                                                        
1 (IPCC, 2007) 
2 (Universtiy of Massachusetts, 2007) 
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BACKGROUND 
The University of Massachusetts–Amherst’s (UMass Amherst) Natural Resource Building, 
Holdsworth Hall (Fig. 1), is located in the northwest corner of campus.  Construction drawings 
for the building were completed in April of 1961, construction began shortly thereafter, with the 
dedication ceremony of the building to Professor Robert Holdsworth, Department Head of 
Forestry from 1933-1956, occurring in October of 1963.3 
Figure 1:  Holdsworth Hall. Image courtesy of: Special Collections and Archives, W.E.B. Du Bois Library, 
University of Massachusetts Amherst. RG150-0003318 
The design team was M.A. Dyer Company, the lead architect is unknown, but the firm had a long 
list of successful projects including Medford City Hall, Woburn City Hall, and the Webster 
Municipal Group, which included a town hall, junior and senior high schools, and an 
auditorium. The firm had also designed schools in Boston, Holliston, Medford, Malden, 
Southbridge, Marlborough, and Fitchburg, as well as a courthouse, police and fire station in 
Marlborough, and housing developments in South Boston and Lawrence. Approximately twenty 
of Dyer’s buildings are listed in Massachusetts Cultural Resource Information System 
(MACRIS), the database of historic resources that have been documented in Massachusetts.4 By 
1960, when the firm was selected to design Holdsworth Hall, it had impressive regional if not 
national credentials. 
Attaching architectural significance to Holdsworth as an individual standalone building, which at 
first viewing can seem a plain academic construct, might seem a difficult task.  Historical 
information on the architects, M.A Dyer Company, is thin at best. Records for the buildings 
associated with them offer little more than that they were the architects of record. Photographs of 
                                                        
3 (University of Massachusetts - Amherst, 2012) 
4 (Natonal Register of Historic Places, 2004) 
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many other buildings with which they are associated tend toward the Art Deco Style and were 
constructed in the thirty year period prior to Holdsworth.5   
We see on Holdsworth’s exterior passing reference to the Deco Style, e.g. the curves of both the 
roofs and walls of the lead covered copper cladding of the three roof top mechanical penthouses; 
the curving overhangs on the east side outside of the two fire exit staircases, the two curved 
balcony decks and their Bombay balustrades at the fulcrum of the west side.  
On the interior, elements of Deco remain in the central entrance areas and main staircase, e.g. 
the two reversed curves of the three quarter height wood baffle partition wall at the Main East 
Entrance flanked by decorative geometric block walls which are echoed in the Main West 
Entrance where they flank a tongue grooved accent wall of butternut rather than the less exotic 
oak used throughout the rest of the building, and the assorted tile work on the walls of the three 
story main staircase.   
Figure 2: Holdsworth Hall (circa 1963). Image courtesy of: Special Collections and Archives,   W.E.B. Du Bois 
Library, University of Massachusetts Amherst. RG150-0004545 
Exteriorly, Deco has been supplanted by Modernist dogma; evidenced by the elimination of 
cornice, absence of facade ornamentation,  use of simple honest generic modular brick, windows 
that while still punched openings have only narrow separations between units, allowing only for 
structure and closely adhering to Le Corbusier’s ribbon window dictate.  Furthermore, the 
concrete exterior elements of the building are delineated with exacting Miesian specifications:  
  
                                                        
5 (MACRIS, 2012) 
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Finishing of concrete: Exterior and interior exposed-to-view wall (except in 
crawl spaces) shall be rubbed to a smooth, even finish with wood or cork float 
and incised with grooves as indicated on the drawings.  Exposed columns and 
beams shall be steel trowelled to a smooth finish, and chamfered as indicated on 
drawings.6 
In its early years the building possessed more presence than currently as the bridge to the Main 
Eastern Entrance, the main approach from campus, was graced with a porte-cochere (Fig.2) 
adding substantially to its Modernist aesthetic echoing the Walter Gropius House’s entrance to 
his 1938 residence in Concord, Massachusetts. 
The building while not iconic is a contributing member of the community of Modernist 
structures that inhabit the University’s campus.  This collection of Modernist buildings exist 
because, in 1961, on the heels of selecting landscape architect Hideo Sasaki of Sasaki, Walker 
and Associates to develop and design a master plan for UMass Amherst that divided the campus 
with arts and humanities to the south and sciences to the north the trustees made a deliberate 
decision that in contrast to many older universities that had developed campuses in the Gothic 
Revival and Colonial Revival styles that they would retain world-class modernist architects for 
the design of the key campus buildings.7 They were to be uncompromisingly modern and to that 
end masters of that style, e.g. Marcel Breuer, Edward Durrell Stone, Kevin Roche, Gordon 
Bunschaft, and Hugh Stubbins went to their drafting boards and built on the Western 
Massachusetts campus.   
Holdsworth Hall is part of that architectural anomaly which during the 1960‘s and 70‘s 
produced a major building boom on the campus. After the first surge of the post World War II 
period, where campus enrollment nearly doubled from 2,400 to 4,700 students, by 1967 campus 
enrollment was 15,000 students. Approximately six million square feet of space was built in 
those two decades8 
Presently, the campus is growing with a focus on sustainability.  
The Green Building Guidelines outline and prioritize the strategies for sustainability 
that are most important to the UMass Amherst campus. The guidelines use the US 
Green Building Council's LEED rating system as a framework and address sustainable 
site development, water efficiency, materials and resource use, indoor air quality, and 
energy efficiency. Design teams for all new UMass Amherst buildings are using these 
guidelines to design a greener campus.9  
UMass is in the midst of a ten-year, billion-dollar capital improvement program that started in 
2004. Since 1993 one and a half million gross square feet of new building has been added. 
                                                        
6 (M.A.Dyer Company, 1961) 
7 (Universtiy of Massachusetts, 2000) 
8 (UMass Amherst Campus Planning, 2012) 
9 (UMass Amherst, 2012) 
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During that time funding has been below the level necessary to maintain the existing physical 
plant, and in point of fact has experienced reductions.  As a result, the University is struggling 
with a $2 billion backlog of deferred modernization and maintenance.10   
As that backlog begins to be addressed it is of the utmost importance that those modernizations 
to building envelopes and systems be executed with a methodology that is respectful of the 
building’s heritage, original materials, and aesthetics.  Iconic buildings have little trouble in 
defending themselves from less than historically sympathetic invasive treatments, but the more 
vernacular members of the historical inventory, such as Holdsworth Hall, are more easily 
ignored and insulted with invasions that demonstrate little sympathy to their provenance and 
heritage.  Understanding of building physics, awareness of a building historical significance, 
realistic economics, and responsiveness to environmental imperatives will lead to creative 
interventions that must become new construction standards.  These standards will permit the 
existing buildings of UMass Amherst and buildings in other places similar to those to extend 
their aesthetic and practical lives well into this new century and the next.  Work suggested for 





                                                        
10 (UMass Amherst Campus Planning, 2012) 
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EXAMINATION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING 
OVERVIEW 
Holdsworth Hall is sited in the northwest corner of UMass Amherst with Holdsworth Way to the 
southwest and surrounded by Bowditch to the southwest, Chenoweth to the south, Hatch to the 
east, and Thayer to the northeast.  The building encompasses approximately 49,000 ft2 of 
classroom, laboratory, office, circulation, and service space on three above ground floors 13’ 
each in height and a subgrade mechanical space.  The building is a brick, flat roofed, bilaterally 
symmetrical eight-sided polygon; see floor plan (Fig. 3) and elevations (Fig. 4). With 
fenestration concentrated on the east (approx. 30% window to wall) and west (approx. 40% 
window to wall) facades paralleling main axes. The building has five main entrances, two 
secondary emergency stair exits, one mechanical entrance, two overhead door entrances, two 
balconies (accessible only from the interior), and one exit at each of the three mechanical 
penthouses. 
Figure 3: First Floor Plan.  Original drawing (left); DWG (right) courtesy of UMass Facilities & Planning 
Figure 4: Elevations. Original drawing courtesy of UMass Facilities and Planning 
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ORIENTATION 
From the perspective of passive solar optimization Holdsworth is poorly sited.  The buildings 
long axis is oriented facing principally a western direction.  Perhaps dictated by the plot made 
available to build by the University in 1961 plus setback restrictions from existing buildings and 
streets at the time, Holdsworth deviates substantially from the rule-of-thumb that to optimize 
passive solar benefits the long axis of a building should be positioned +/-15 degrees normal to 
solar south (Fig. 5). 
Figure 5: Orientation. Courtesy of GoogleEarth 
ENVELOPE 
ROOF 
The original four ply roof of built-up tar and gravel was replaced in 2000.  The new roof (Fig 6) 
functionally reproduced what had been originally specified in 1961 with the exception of an 
additional 2.5” of polyisocyanurate insulation.  Work terminated with new flashing at parapets 
and penthouse perimeters. 
WALLS 
The exterior walls of Holdsworth remain as originally constructed and are representative of 
construction practices for brick veneer walls at that time, i.e. brick supported by steel angle at 
the top of textured concrete plinth (single or double wythe as dictated by floor slab construction, 
building paper (probably 15 lb asphalt), ½” sheathing, 2.5” metal studs 16” o.c. wire lath, 
plaster, and paint or pumice tile in the case of the emergency stairwells.  Cavity space is a 
minimal 2.5” and devoid of thermal insulation. 
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Figure 6: Roof Section, 2000.  Courtesy of CID Associates 
 
WINDOWS 
All framing of window units and sash is aluminum. Clear glass in all windows, except the west 
side, is 3/16” There is deviation from the clear glass glazing specification in the form of obscure 
wire glass (lavatories), but this will not impact any thermal evaluations. 
Glass on the western façade is “Shade Screen Glass”, “Pattern K Laminated Shade Screen” which 
is a manufactured unit consisting of two sheets of 1/8” thick glass with an aluminum shade 
screen place between the two sheets (Fig. 7).   The entire unit was placed under vacuum by the 
manufacturer and hermetically sealed under vacuum and sealed with the manufacturers 
recommended sealant.  A web search of the three manufacturers of the product listed as 
suppliers of the product in the specifications, Amerada Glass Corporation, Safetee Glass 
Company, and Tyre Bros. Glass Co. yielded only long out of date references and no specifics on 
the product.  Units that have been broken have been replaced by clear glass. 
Sash within the window units are of three types: fixed, ventilator (operable awing style with 
manufacturer’s operable hardware), and ventilator (operable awning style with manufacturer’s 
non operable handle).  The units with operable handles are smaller (38” x 15”) and are equipped 
with screens. Of these smaller units (approximately 24% of total glazing) half are positioned in 
the window unit approximately four feet off of the floor and easily operated; the remaining half 
(approximately 12%) are positioned approximately ten feet off of the floor and operable only by 
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the most determined. The units without operable handles are larger (38” x 34”), are not 
equipped with screens, and are located at either 5.5’ or 7’ off of the finished floor and although 
reachable are useful only when insect conditions permit and an individual circumvents the non-
operable handle.  There is no evidence that this was not the original albeit confusing design.   
Figure 7: Shade Screen glass on west facade 
DOORS 
Doors at the east and west main entrances, emergency stairwell exits, and balcony entrances are 
all typical single or double aluminum framed 1/4” polished plate glass with weatherstripping 
that is either non-existing or in advanced deterioration, all hung on aluminum jambs.   
Doors at the north and south entrances are steel hollow core double doors with single fixed lite, 
hung on steel jambs without weatherstripping excepting single sweep at the vertical meeting 
point of two doors.  The door entering the east electrical room is single hollow core in steel jamb.  
There are two overhead steel garage doors of accordion type that do not have any sort of 
insulation or weatherstripping.  The door at the south end of the building is usually blocked off 
with plastic sheeting and a wood frame in the winter to reduce the extreme drafts experienced in 
the wood shop. 
GROUND FLOOR 
Floor is a 5” slab on grade with terrazzo, tile or vinyl tile finished surface.  Approximately 738ft2 
of the ground floor is not slab on grade but is instead over the sub grade mechanical room that 
services the building (Fig. 3.) 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
There are various louvers installed on the building that would not contribute a substantial 
amount to conductive losses, but will be discussed with regard to air leakage where the impact 
might be of more import. 
In the window units on the façade of the East Main Entrance are an arrangement of four 
insulated panels over the entrance doors substituting for glazing that were original. They are 
detailed in the conductive loss calculations.  
HEATING, VENTILATION & COOLING 
HEATING SYSTEM 
Holdsworth space heating requirements and limited domestic hot water requirements are 
sourced from the steam produced by the University’s Central Heating Plant.   
The distribution system uses two components. First, Cabinet Type Unit Hydronic Convectors in 
the corridors, each with a direct acting line voltage thermostat to start and stop the unit heater 
fan. Second, a Radiant Hydronic System integrated into the ceiling acoustical panels of all the 
perimeter offices, labs, and classrooms, originally divided into twelve zones and operated by 
approximately seventy-four thermostats.  
VENTILATION SYSTEM 
Housed in the rooftop mechanical penthouses are the Central Station Air Handling Units.  Each 
supply unit consists of a fan section, a heating coil section, a bypass section and a filter section. 
Exhaust units are intended to service six ventilating systems and ten fan hoods. All were to be 
serviced by automatic temperature controls with day and night settings. 
At the time of this writing, Jason Burbank, Campus Energy Engineer, stated that approximately 
50% of the ventilation system was non-operational. This claim seems well substantiated in the 
UMass Amherst 2007 document “Minimum Building Investment” where $2,400,000.00 is 
budgeted for: 
HVAC Renovation (replace air handlers, fume hoods – requires chiller, and condensate 
pump & mechanicals)                                             $2,400,000.11 
COOLING SYSTEM 
Holdsworth Hall has never had any type of central cooling system designed or installed.  The 
1960’s were times of less demanding individual sensibilities and tolerances.  Individuals did not 
expect to have the luxury of climate control at their fingertips in homes, workspaces, or 
automobiles.  The later part of the twentieth century saw changes in those expectations and 
                                                        
11 (Universtiy of Massachusetts, 2007) 
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today window style air conditioners porcupine the windows of Holdsworth.  It is to be noted that 
these units were ideally intended to be installed in either purpose built and sized openings 
penetrating through an envelope’s solid walls or, more typically in the lower section of a double 
hung window.  Holdsworth, not having the reasonable possibility of constructing new 
penetrations through the brick walls and not designed with double hung sash, has born the 
indignity of fifty-three cobbled modifications and constructions, “Panel/AC Window 
Constructs”, being inserted willy-nilly into her window assemblies. Demands for air 
conditioning capability continue to increase—as of this writing an additional thirty units are to 
be installed.12  
ELECTRICAL 
The original lighting schedule for Holdsworth contains the specifics for thirty five different light 
fixtures responsible for various specific tasks, e.g. emergency exit, lobby chandelier, etc.  
However, the vast majority of the lighting for classrooms, offices, and laboratories was supplied 
by eight foot commercial fluorescent luminaires with 35 x 45 degree louver and metal side 
panels outfitted with four 40 watt rapid start lamps. 
At the time of construction the plug loads in offices would have been less demanding than today 
absent all the electronic equipment currently in use.  Refrigeration existed in laboratories and 
still is present today as specimen preservation is a requirement.  Other equipment such as 
compressors, spray booths, vent hood fans, etc. existed then and exist presently with some 
eliminations and some additions as programs, research, and needs evolved. 
Fortunately there has been a recent upgrade to the original system. 
In 2008 UMass worked with Johnson Controls to identify measures that would 
have a positive impact on energy and water consumption, at the same time 
improving building occupant comfort. The resulting customized $40 million 
performance contract - covering equipment, upgrades and building 
infrastructure improvements - was designed to deliver $55.5 million in savings 
over 10 years. Lighting throughout the campus was upgraded with more 
energy-efficient technologies…13 
In Holdsworth the upgrade for the lighting system principally involved changing out the original 
fluorescent units from eight foot 60-75 watt T-12 lamps and ballasts to four foot 32 watt T-8 
lamps and ballasts resulting in similar lumen outputs.    
In April of 2011, Samantha Willis, an undergraduate student in the UMass Amherst Department 
of Civil & Environmental Engineering, compared Holdsworth’s usage during the Aprils of 2009, 
2010, and 2011. The project was undertaken as a pilot project to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
                                                        
12 (Pepin, Email Correspondence to Holdsworth Hall Occupants, 2012) 
13 (Johnson Controls, 2012) 
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Energy Reduction Incentives Program (ERIP), which was being proposed by the Campus 
Sustainability Initiative at the time.   The study was performed to determine if changing the 
behavior of the faculty and staff in the building would show a significant reduction in the 
building’s overall energy use and to interpret the monetary value of that reduction.   
Holdsworth was chosen as the test site because, as home to the Department of Environmental 
Conservation, cooperation from the building occupants seemed likely. As the majority of the 
occupants practiced energy conscious behavior already, a dramatic reduction in the energy use 
of the building was not expected.  The fifteen behavior modifications were all relevant to 
electricity usage with the exception of two that involved domestic hot water usage. The average 
lighting and plug load dropped about 34% from 2009 to 2010 after the Johnson Control 
modifications, but only 2% from 2010 to 2011, small, but not insignificant given the occupants 
consciousness.14  
Although the ERIP was never implemented, the study did reinforce the idea that building 
occupants do have some control over how much energy is being used in a building.  Behavioral 
changes such as using natural daylight whenever possible, turning off equipment when not in 
use, or choosing to use the stairs over an elevator can save energy use if all the occupants are 
working together.   
  
                                                        
14 (Willis, 2012) 
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SURVEY 
After familiarizations and establishment of the geometry, fabric, and systems of Holdsworth it 
was of interest to ascertain the behaviors and perceptions of the occupants of the building to 
gain insight into the successes and/or shortcomings of the building. 
A total of fifty people took the survey, including 30 faculty, 14 staff, and 6 students.  80% of the 
respondents occupy Holdsworth more than thirty hours/week during the academic year with 
44% in the building more than thirty hours/week during the summer.  In both the classrooms 
and offices thermal comfort was the biggest issue rather than lighting and air quality issues.   
CLASSROOM THERMAL COMFORT 
The majority of respondents found their classrooms warm when they arrived.  The response to 
this was to first shed layers, then open a window, and finally adjust the thermostat.  When 
classrooms are cold, the strategies were to add layers, do nothing, and finally adjust the 
thermostat.  The pattern of the solution in both instances, typifies human behavior.  Removal or 
addition of clothing or opening a window will bring relatively instantaneous results while 
adjusting the thermostat is followed by a delay in environmental temperature response. One 
comment at the end of the survey voiced the need to repair the thermostats in Holdsworth so 
that they work (See Addendum 1).   
Fifty seven percent of respondents said their thermal comfort interfered with the ability to 
complete their work, 39% said it does not affect their work, and 4% said it actually enhances 
their work (perhaps these 4% find colder temperatures keep either themselves or their students 
awake).   
Additional Points: 
 Temperatures in classrooms are somewhat variable 
 People do feel drafts.   
 Generally, respondents were not aware of significant body temperature changes 
from their head to their feet.   
 In classrooms, people most frequently adjust windows, blinds, and doors, in that 
order.   
 People are least likely to operate doors to the exterior, fans, and thermostats.   
CLASSROOM AIR QUALITY & LIGHTING 
Seventy-five percent responded that air quality did not affect their ability to do work.  However 
ten respondents found classroom air stuffy, nine found it stale, and five found it smelly; 
although the majority was not negatively affected by stuffiness, staleness, or smelliness.   
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Examining individual surveys defines which rooms are problematic in terms of stuffiness, 
staleness, and smelliness (See Addendum 1). 
Sixty-five percent of respondents said that the amount of light in classrooms is just right. 
Respondents use electric lighting in classrooms because daylight is insufficient to light the room.   
Forty-three of respondents sometimes use only daylighting in their classrooms. Classrooms with 
too much daylight, too little daylight are identified in the survey results (See Addendum 1).  
OFFICE THERMAL COMFORT 
Respondents reported having a high level of control over thermal comfort in their offices.   
Responses of their perception when arriving at their offices were consistent with the seasons; 
they were warm/hot in the summer, comfortable in the fall/spring, and cool/cold in the winter.   
In the summer people are generally warm and do not find a large difference in temperature of 
their head/hands/feet.  In the winter, however, people are cold and find their hands/feet colder 
than their head.   
When offices were too hot, respondents first open a window, secondly shed layers, thirdly 
change the thermostat, and finally open a door.  When offices are too cold, people first add 
layers of clothing, then change the thermostat, and finally use a space heater.   
Fifty-six percent reported that thermal comfort interferes with their ability to get work done.   
The majority of respondents provided their office room numbers, which can use to locate data 
collectors to further investigate temperature fluctuations.  
OFFICE AIR QUALITY & LIGHTING 
Offices are sometimes drafty, but generally not stuffy, smelly, or stale.  Eighty-four percent 
reported that air quality does not affect their ability to work. 
Generally, respondents were satisfied with the amount of light in their office, although eight 
respondents reported dissatisfaction with glare, reflections, and contrast.  
Responses specific to daylight were: 
 59% of respondents use only daylighting in their office 
 25% do not use daylighting because it does not provide enough light 
 15% do not use daylighting because of glare.  
Offices with too little daylight, glare problems, and where light levels interfere with work are 
identified in the survey results (See Addendum 1). 
An observational survey (described in the daylighting section) found that it is probably not the 
case that 59% of office occupants in Holdsworth use daylighting exclusively. Of the 38 offices 
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with glazed transoms, an average of 70% had overhead lights on visible through the transoms 
during 11 random passes through the building during daylight hours. The divergence between 
self-reported daylighting usage and sampled overhead lighting usage might be explained by 
problems with the wording of the question, self-selection bias favoring the “energy-conscious”, 
or the effect of social desirability bias.15  
APPLIANCES 
Respondents replied to sometimes, often, or always using the following: 
 Task Lighting – 11 out of 30 
 Desktop Computer – 24 out of /31  
 Laptop Computer – 19 out of /30 
 Printer – 29 out of 31 
 Mini-refrigerator – 9 out of /29 
 Cell Phone charger – 6 out of 28 
 Space Heater – 8 out of 29 
 Coffee or Hot Water Pot – 7 out of 29  
Behaviors were as follows: 
 Generally turn off task lighting and computers when they leave but not printers.  
 4 out of 27 respondents never turn off task lighting 
 6 out of 27 never turn off desktop computers 
 3 out of 25 never turn off  laptops 
 15 out of 31 never or rarely turn off printers.   
ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS BY RESPONDENTS 
 “Noise more than anything, including temperature and lighting, affects my ability 
to work and makes my office often an uncomfortable place to be.”  
 “Re-plant trees on east side of building to shade massive number of windows in 
summer. Trees died and were not replaced. Passive solar design plan not being 
used as originally intended which we then have to use our AC units on high all 
summer.”  
 Additional comments can be found on attached survey (See Addendum 1).  
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the survey are not surprising and reflect what can be expected of a building with 
poor solar orientation, minimal artificial light controls, limited glare mitigating features, 
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inoperable thermostats, limited operable window ventilation, inadequate cooling system, and 
poorly functioning ventilation system. 
Nevertheless, the survey is reinforcing as it underscores the support that is available within the 
community for alterations and improvements that must be undertaken at Holdsworth to raise 
the building to a standard that is acceptable in all aspects, i.e. global carbon responsibility, 
historic fabric responsibility, and occupant responsibility. 
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ENERGY AT UMASS AMHERST 
There are two sources of energy for Holdsworth,  both originating from the Central Heating 
Plant (CHP)  which satisfies not only Holdsworth, but the majority of the campus’ electric and 
steam demand, representing over 350 buildings and nearly 10 million gross square feet of 
building space.  
The CHP uses the latest pollution control technologies including advanced combustion turbine 
low nitrogen oxide (NOx) burners, advanced Selective Catalytic Reduction and Oxidation 
Catalyst pollution control technologies, with a combined cycle system comprised of ‘topping’ 
and ‘bottoming’ steam turbines, in addition to its combined heat and power process systems. It 
has some of the most stringent air quality permit requirements for a combustion turbine facility 
of its kind in the United States. Its combined heat and power applications together with its 
advanced cogeneration systems result in the highest thermodynamically efficient cycles 
possible. Its recycling of municipal wastewater plant effluent for boiler make-up water reduces 
the demand for process water on the Amherst public drinking water system (fed by groundwater 
wells) by 200,000 gallons per day.  
Its power process systems include a 10 MW combustion gas turbine, a heat recovery steam 
generator, and four package boilers. The CHP will produce at peak 14 megawatts for on-campus 
consumption. A heat recovery steam generator uses the exhaust heat from the gas turbine to 
produce steam for campus heating year-round. Three package boilers, each rated up to 125,000 
pounds per hour steam, provide additional steam capacity to meet campus demand in the 
spring, fall, and winter months. Environmental controls include selective catalytic reduction to 
control the emissions of NOx, and oxidation catalysts to control carbon monoxide emissions. 
Two 20-inch main steam transmission lines will connect the plant to the original campus 
distribution system near the west end of the campus parking garage.  
Johnson Controls installed two steam turbine generators, further improving the heat rate and 
energy performance of this facility. The steam turbines total 4.5 MW and are fed off of 600 psig 
and a 200 psig plant steam headers, and exhaust to the campus distribution system at 15 psig.16  
Fuel used to power the primary turbine is natural gas with 20% supplementation by oil. 
Factoring in the duality of production of electricity and utilization of the steam byproduct for 
electrical production with additional electricity produced by steam powered secondary turbines 
results in far improved efficiency when compared to the utility company-generated electricity. 
 They basically have to throw away that heat in almost all cases, because they 
have no place to use it. Whereas utility generation is rarely any better than 50% 
efficient, and most is about 40% efficient, our overall process can be around 80% 
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efficient. So in terms of carbon footprint, it’s really the best that you can do for 
electrical generation.17 
Peak energy consumption on campus is 23 megawatts when cooling loads are at maximum.  
During the night with loads at about 10 megawatts the CHP is able to meet the needs of the 
campus, but during the day when loads exceed the 14 megawatts of peak production electricity 
must be purchased. 
The decrease in environmental carbon impact afforded by the CHP is substantial and earns the 
University deserved accolades.  The savings in energy costs to UMass are also substantial, but 
energy still comes at a cost, albeit reduced.  The cost of energy is of critical importance when 
examining a building and proposing interventions to improve the buildings energy 
consumption. Economic considerations are as valid a part of the decision making as aesthetic 
appropriateness and improved occupant comfort. 
Information supplied by Facilities and Planning and CHP (2012) attaches a value of: 
Electricity: 
 Generated:    $0.045/kWh 
 Purchased:    $0.14/kWh 
 Blended:       $0.076/kWh 
Consequently, unless a savings can be directly attributed to nighttime usage when the CHP is 
producing 100% of campus electricity it is most appropriate to use the blended rate of 
$0.076/kWh. The much higher price paid for purchased electricity implies added value to 
electrical savings, particularly in the summer when purchased electricity peaks as a percentage 
of campus electricity usage. If electricity savings measures can reduce the overall share of 
purchased electricity, this brings down the cost of electricity for the entire campus by reducing 
the real blended rate. 
Natural Gas: 
 $14.00 per thousand pounds of steam 
Steam that is used for heating is distributed through campus at 15 psi.  Steam at that pressure  
(1 bar) is at a temperature of 250 oF. In a 15 psig steam supply there is 218 Btu/lb of sensible 
heat, 946 Btu/lb of latent heat for a total of 1164 Btu/lb.   This is consistent with CHP which uses 
the multiplier of 1194 to convert pounds of steam to Btus.  Translating the University’s cost of 
$14.00 per thousand pounds of steam into the more common unit pricing for natural gas of a 
therm (100,000 Btus) it is determined that the cost of natural gas to the University is $1.17 per 
therm.  This cost is considerably below the Berkshire Gas (CHP supplier) winter 2012 market 
price of 1.68 and should be used for all economic calculations. 
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SUSTAINABILITY BEYOND ON-SITE ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION 
While the focus of this paper is minimizing the energy usage in Holdsworth Hall and providing a 
template for similar buildings, sustainability is not solely indicated by energy consumption. 
Additional avenues (related to buildings) are significant in pursuing green building values. 
UMass-Amherst currently uses two green building and green campus certification systems, 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) developed by the United States Green 
Building Council (USGBC) and Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS) 
developed by the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education 
(AASHE) to guide campus planning and design.  The scope of these programs individually and 
in consort is extremely broad (see Addendum 2) demonstrating a multi-avenue approach to 
arriving at the goal of a sustainable building: 
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”18 
The energy reduction component of this report responds to the following LEED Credits: 
 Energy & Atmosphere Prerequisite 2 Minimum Energy Performance 
Intent: To establish the minimum level of energy efficiency for the tenant space 
systems to reduce environmental and economic impacts associated with excessive 
energy use. 
 Energy & Atmosphere Credit 1.1 Optimize Energy Performance—Lighting Power 
Intent: To achieve increasing levels of energy conservation beyond the referenced 
standard to reduce environmental and economic impacts associated with 
excessive energy use. 
 Energy & Atmosphere Credit 1.2: Optimize Energy Performance—Lighting 
Controls 
Intent: To achieve increasing levels of energy conservation beyond the 
prerequisite standard to reduce environmental and economic impacts associated 
with excessive energy use. 
 Energy & Atmosphere Credit 1.3: Optimize Energy Performance—HVAC 
Intent: To achieve increasing levels of energy conservation beyond the 
prerequisite standard to reduce environmental and economic impacts associated 
with excessive energy use. 
 Indoor Environmental Quality Credit 8.1: Daylight and Views—Daylight 
Intent: To provide occupants with a connection between indoor spaces and the 
outdoors through the introduction of daylight and views into the regularly 
occupied areas of the tenant space. 
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 Indoor Environmental Credit 8.2: Daylight and Views—Views for Seated Spaces 
Intent: To provide the building occupants a connection to the outdoors through 
the introduction of daylight and views into the regularly occupied areas of the 
tenant space. 
 Innovation in Design Credit 1: Innovation in Design 
Intent: To provide design teams and projects the opportunity to achieve 
exceptional performance above the requirements set by the LEED Green Building 
Rating System and/or innovative performance in Green Building categories not 
specifically addressed by the LEED Green Building Rating System. 
The energy reduction component of this report responds to the following Stars Credits: 
 OP Credit 1 Building Operations and Maintenance  
 OP Credit 5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction  
 OP Credit 7 Building Energy Consumption  
Two other opportunities to increase the sustainability quotient of Holdsworth have come to light 
as Holdsworth was dissected and the energy reduction interventions explored.  Each addresses 
additional credit opportunities in LEED and STARS: 
LEED Credits: 
 Sustainable Sites Credit 3.2 Alternative Transportation – Bicycle Storage and 
Changing Rooms 
Intent: To reduce pollution and land development impacts from automobile use 
STARS Credits: 
 ER Credit 1 Student Sustainability Educators Program  
 ER Credit 2 Student Sustainability Outreach Campaign  
 ER Credit 16 Faculty Involved in Sustainability Research 
 ER Credit 17 Departments Involved in Sustainability Research 
 OP Credit 15 Student Commute Modal Split 
 OP Credit 16 Employee Commute Modal Split  
 PAE Credit 1 Sustainability Coordination  
 Tier2-3: Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan - Institutions have developed a plan to make 
the campus more bicycle and pedestrian friendly 
HOLDSWORTH HALL SHOWER AND BICYCLE COMMUTING 
To align with the University’s sustainability goal to make a more bicycle-friendly campus and to 
promote the Bike Commuter Program being developed, an intervention involving the renovation 
of the existing single stall shower in the unisex bathroom on the first floor of Holdsworth (Fig 9) 
into a fully accessible shower and changing room is recommended. This will require modifying 
the design of the existing ground floor bathroom. 
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Figure 8: Holdsworth Hall: existing bike racks. 
A peripheral, but equally valid argument for the shower renovation is gender equity and 
improved access. Holdsworth was built at a time when men dominated the university, 
justification for not putting a restroom for women on every floor was automatic,  and only 
putting one shower (for men) in the whole building was an accommodation for activities that 
went on in the building and had nothing to do with physical exercise or bicycle commuting. This 
is one aspect of the original design that does not deserve to be respected. Additionally, any 
major project would incur the requirement to provide male and female, wheelchair accessible 
bathrooms, so the proposed shower renovation could be included as part of that obligation. 
A minimal renovation would include: using the existing janitors’ closet door as the entrance to 
the new shower/changing room, removing and sealing off the existing door that connects the 
existing shower area to the bathroom, and relocating the janitors closet and sink (possibly 
within the existing bathroom footprint as the door entering the existing shower is being 
removed permitting more usable floorspace).   
The width of this space is able to accommodate a transfer type shower compatible with both the 
American Disability Act (ADA) and Architectural Access Board (AAB) standards (Fig. 10), but 
may require a new, wider door (needs 32” of clearance).  
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Figure 9: Transfer type shower compatible with both the American Disability Act (ADA) and Architectural Access 
Board (AAB) standards 
The shower is already tied to the building’s exhaust system. The renovation would involve a 
booster fan to increase the exhaust rate based on an occupancy sensor or humidistat. This would 
remove both moisture and latent cooling loads with a very small electrical penalty for at most a 
few hours per day and create similarly small DHW cost increase. 
Figure 10: Holdsworth Hall: Original (existing) bathroom, shower/dressing, and janitor closet 
BEHAVIORAL CHANGE / GREEN OFFICE PROGRAM 
Ongoing energy savings require the participation of building occupants.  People need to operate 
their thermostats, windows, and window blinds, turn off their printers, lights and power strips, 
etc. To help promote this cultural change a non-construction type intervention opportunity has 
presented itself which is a modification/enhancement to the existing Green Office program.  
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Currently, participating departments assign an “Eco-Leader” who confirms that various green 
office practices are underway, e.g. purchasing paper with 50% post-consumer recycled content, 
using tap water rather than purchased water, offering electronic versions of newsletters, 
recycling ink cartridges, unplugging appliances at night, etc. The Eco-Leader could be supported 
by the Sustainability Initiative’s Energy Intern and/or a department intern to enhance the 
outreach aspects of the Green Office program and train building occupants about behaviors that 
will help reduce energy use such as adjusting window blinds throughout the day to maximize the 
use of daylight and minimize glare, and turning off printers when not in use, etc. 
Both interventions represent relatively small investments with substantial value to be had in 
improving the sustainable image of both Holdsworth Hall and the University. 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF HOLDSWORTH HALL 
There are five broad categories into which all the major components of energy consumption fall 
into: Heating Loads, Cooling Loads, Ventilation Loads, Internal (Lighting, Plug, Process, etc.), 
and Domestic Hot Water (DHW) usage.  The first four are the main contributors in Holdsworth 
with the last only a minor contributor as typical behavior in the building does not cause much 
demand.  The first and last relate to steam usage; the other three to electricity usage.  Each of 
them will be examined and related to the building’s positive and negative attributes of geometry, 
materiality, systems, and occupant behavior. 
HEATING LOADS 
Heating Loads are dependent on the building envelope’s ability to control heat loss by low 
thermal conduction of envelope materials and assemblies, limiting air leakage through holes and 
gaps in the envelope, maximizing the efficiency of the distribution system, and imparting 
behaviors to occupants that minimize heat loss.  It should be noted that in the majority of 
buildings the efficiency of the furnace or boiler is also involved, but in the case of district heating 
such as the CHP this factor is not within the control of an individual building. 
CONDUCTION OF ENVELOPE MATERIALS 
To determine the size of the building’s annual conductive losses, two different processes were 
used.  The first was a simple heat loss calculation derived from the U-values and areas of the 
various assemblies that make up the building’s envelope; this method gave us accurate 
information specific only to conductive losses (measured in BTUs/yr.).   It is, just as air leakage 
is by itself, an incomplete picture of total heat loss through an envelope. 
The second method (see Energy Modeling Section for details), addressing the limitations of the 
first was to model the building in an energy modeling software, Department of Energy’s (DOE) 
eQUEST.   The software utilizes the same conductive inputs and air leakage values (see below), 
but a myriad of additional factors are able to be inputted:  the building’s geometry, zoning, 
occupancy, activities, space types, schedules, etc.  Plus, the building can be given the correct 
solar orientation and programmed with a weather file (see below) resulting in an accurate digital 
facsimile of the real building.  All these factors are then analyzed dynamically integrating 
various internal loads and solar impacts and providing much more precise results.   
The usefulness of the first method should not be undervalued as it provides a specific look at the 
actual fabric of the building and the examination affords the opportunity to understand exactly 
how the building was constructed (necessary for the Energy Model software inputs) and 
therefore offers insight into how it might be modified.   The process involved several steps.  
Original construction documents and specifications were examined.  Envelope elements: roof, 
walls, windows, doors, and ground floor slab were identified as to sequence within the assembly, 
thickness, and air gaps. Conductivities of material types were researched.  The physical building 
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was examined to ascertain changes from the original drawings.  Areas of all elements were 
measured. A spread sheet was then formatted and Fourier’s Equation (Qcond = U x A x HDD x 24 
hrs/day) for annual conductive heat loss was programmed in, along with Amherst’s interior and 
exterior air film R- values and Heating Degree Days (HDD). The aggregate of these pieces 
results in the annual conductive heat loss for the entire building (See Addendum 3).  
AIR LEAKAGE THROUGH THE ENVELOPE  
Although a matter of degree, all buildings leak air, no matter how well constructed.  In a fifty 
year old building, such as Holdsworth Hall, the amount of leakage quite possibly has increased 
over time and in places where materials have deteriorated.  Air barriers, air sealing, and air 
leakage have historically been an aspect of envelope construction that has been absent from 
building codes with an emphasis having been erroneously placed on vapor barriers. The absence 
of this in codes can be traced to early research on moisture transport in building that was in 
error, but until recently not addressed.19  Constructed in 1963, Holdsworth is victim of this 
oversight.  
Air leakage amounts, measured in Air Changes per Hour (ACH) vary from building to building 
based on construction type, construction quality, and envelope to volume ratios.  Unlike 
conductive losses where thicknesses, areas, and materiality are easily, if not quickly, accurately 
evaluated; air leakage is far more difficult to ascertain as it is based on accumulative totals of 
cracks, gaps, and holes that exist in the envelope and are for the most part hidden from view by 
finish details and in any case even if accessible too numerous and variable to actually measure.  
A methodology to determine the leakage is, however, possible and involves an Estimated 
Leakage Area (ELA).  The ELA is the sum of measured leakage areas for the various building 
assemblies and components.  In Holdsworth, the major potential leakage areas identified were 
four categories: 
 Roof (penetrations)  
 Walls (penetrations) 
 Ground Floor (perimeter) 
 Doors (perimeters) 
 Windows (perimeters) 
 Air Conditioner  installations (perimeters and openings within the unit)  
 Miscellaneous 
Three of these categories, walls, windows, and ground floor were determined to have limited 
leakage.  
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WALLS 
Walls would be relatively air tight resulting from the interior finish being traditional three coat 
plaster followed by fifty years of maintenance paint coatings. Wall to floor joints are either coved 
tile base or vinyl cove base that along with fifty years of dirt accumulation at the joint between 
base and floor would provide an effective air barrier. Walls above the ceiling in the plenum space 
are poured in place concrete integrated with the concrete floor or roof above. There are few 
penetrations to the exterior as evidenced by the continuity of the exterior brick veneer. 
GROUND FLOOR 
The ground floor is poured concrete on grade and the minimization of perimeter leakage is 
addressed by the same joint that addressed wall leakage at the base of the wall (see above). 
WINDOWS 
Windows have four possibilities of leakage: perimeter widow unit frame, perimeter of fixed units 
within the assembly, perimeter of glazing to sash frame, and perimeter of operable units to 
frame.  The traditional installation of metal windows into a masonry building calls for 
embedding the assembly in mastic, consistent with Holdsworth’s Construction Specifications, 
which minimizes the possibility of air gaps.  Direct observation of window units revealed that all 
joints were very tight and no discernible draft was felt from actual air leakage. Using a blower 
door and the subtraction method to estimate the leakage of the operable window units, it was 
determined that the ELA for all the windows in the building was 1966 in2.  Although this 
represents a 13.66 ft2 hole in total, relative to the total area of windows it is only .17%, a very 
small amount.  
It is of note that some respondents to the building survey (42% in offices and 52% in 
classrooms) sometimes felt drafty, but it is possible that substantial air movement from 
convective loops resulting from the cold temperatures of the single pane glass or the leaky air 
conditioner installations are actually what the drafts should be attributed and not window 
leakage.  These are separate considerations and will be discussed in detail later.  
Of the remaining three categories the following estimations were used to calculate ELA: 
DOORS 
Doors in Holdsworth are all original and the weatherstripping around their perimeters is either 
deteriorated, in disrepair, or non-existent.  
 Exterior Doors Glass or Hollow Core: 
Weatherstripping in disrepair or non-existent 
Single: 1/16” gap around entire perimeter 
Double: 1/8” gap around entire perimeter 
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 Overhead Garage Doors:  
Weatherstripping at perimeter is non-existent 
Accordion style door has multiple horizontal joints at each segment that are 
ungasketed 
2” gap around entire perimeter (factors in horizontal joints between accordion 
segments 
AIR CONDITIONER INSTALLATIONS 
The fifty three individual air conditioner installations in Holdsworth are a conglomeration of 
multiple brands, multiple sizes, and multiple window panel modifications.  Each installation is 
characterized by multiple negatives (aesthetics aside) when relating to air sealing, i.e. gaps 
between panel and frame, gaps between panels and unit, and penetrations interior to the unit 
itself.  Note that these installations are “permanent” and the units remain in place year round.  
Estimation of these three factors resulted in a leakage area of 19 in2 for each of the fifty three 
units.  It is of interest that this represents a 7 ft2 hole in the envelope of Holdsworth that exists 
year round. This hole is approximately 50% of the ELA window leakage hole yet the fifty three 
units represent only 4.5% of the entire window area.  
ROOF 
The actual roof of Holdsworth being flat and weathertight performs as an effective air barrier. It 
is a cold applied asphalt coated multi-ply system adhered to roof decking, parapet walls, and 
penetrations.   
Weakness referencing air leakages are not from the roof itself, but rather from three sources. 
First, there are two lateral expansion joints that bisect the roof normally to the central 
penthouse.  These joints are weather protected by lead coated copper caps with fiber insulation 
beneath separating the two roofing planes being protected from cracking by the expansion joint.  
This joint allows clear passage of air from the conditioned third floor plenum and the exterior. 
Secondly and most importantly are issues associated with the three Mechanical Penthouses.  
The Penthouse’s roofs are similar in construction to the main roof; the Penthouse’s walls are of 
lead coated copper with connections to the main roof sealed (see above) and only connections 
between the penthouse walls and penthouse roofs possibly problematical.   
This last issue is dwarfed, however, as each Penthouse has an access door to the roof, windows 
(opened to prevent overheating), and multiple louvered openings.   
The openings to the exterior would not be of consequence if the Penthouses were unconditioned 
space separate from the conditioned interior. This is not the case; there are a total of four large 
1.5’ x 13’ penetrations (Fig. 11 left & right) through which the ventilation ducts pass through the 
floor of the Penthouses into conditioned space.  Additionally, in the central Penthouse is an 
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unweatherstripped access hatch (Fig. 11 center) and in all three penthouses there are 
penetrations with adjacent voids from miscellaneous pipes, ducts, and conduits. 
Figure 11: Mechanical Penthouse penetrations to conditioned space (red arrows) to conditioned envelope 
Assigning an estimate to this complex array of penetrations was left to the “best guesstimate” 
technique and 15 ft2 of opening between the three Penthouses was used.  This estimate includes 
the length of fiberglass filled void, allowing air leakage from conditioned plenum above the third 
floor to the exterior that exists in the two lateral expansion joints that bisect the roof normally to 
the central penthouse. 
To arrive at Holdsworth’s estimated ACH the Effective Leakage Area formula developed by 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories was used to first calculate air movement rate [CFMNat = (ELA 
(in2) x 18) / 20].  Then taking the volume of Holdsworth’s conditioned space the ACH of 1.1 was 
determined.  Because of the interconnectivity of the ceiling plenums this number was applied to 
both perimeter and core zones.   
The list of potential air leakage sources includes a category labeled “miscellaneous”.  It was 
considered reasonable to attribute a certain amount of leakage to unidentified and un-
addressable leaks. The addition of .1 ACH to the calculated 1.1 ACH is our correction coefficient 
for final air leakage resulting in a final ACH of 1.2. 
This information was then added to the spreadsheet, with the input of Fourier’s Equation (QAL = 
.018 Btu/ft3oF x V x HDD x 24 hrs/day) for annual Air Leakage Heat Loss. 
Energy Modeling, as mentioned above, also includes Air Leakage, but unlike conductive losses, 
internal gains, or solar gains which the software is able to incorporate and then offer further 
refinements; it is the above calculation effort plus the correction coefficient that results in the 1.2 
ACH that is a directly inputted into the modeling software with no further refinements possible 
(save changing the number) within the software. 
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Now coupled with the previous information that had been programmed into the spreadsheet 
(Amherst HDD)  the  total losses through the envelope resulting from air leakage can be 
calculated and then added to the conductive losses to get a final metric for total heat loss 
through the envelope (see Addendum 3): 
 Total Conductive   =  2,926.15 MMBTUs 
 Total Air leakage   =  1942.79 MMBTUs 
 Total Annual          =  4868.94 MMBTUs 
 Total Annual per square foot =  101.25 kBTUs/sf 
At this point it can be useful to establish a point of reference in comparing Holdsworth to other 
similar college buildings in New England.  For space heating (excluding ventilation) these 
buildings use 92.57 kBTUs/sf.20 It should be noted that this is not a validation of Holdsworth’s 
performance, but rather meant to establish that Holdsworth is not unique, but rather a member 
of a group of buildings with similar energy performances – a situation in need of remediation. 
Since we know the amount of BTUs in each pound of steam supplied by the CHP (1164 Btu/lbs), 
from the above information it is determined that and the total number of pounds of steam used 
for space heating at Holdsworth is 4,182,938.14 lbs or 4182.938 Mlbs 
Applying the monetary value that UMass-Amherst attaches to the steam it produces ($14.00 per 
thousand pounds of steam) results in a space heating cost to the University of $58,561.13, based 
on the data inputted into the spreadsheet calculator.  
COOLING LOADS 
Building survey respondents indicate that air conditioning is not effective and summer 
conditions are poor. Holdsworth Hall does not have a central cooling system. Instead it has fifty-
three individual Air Conditioning window units addressing the majority of offices and some 
classrooms. 
The effectiveness of these units is poor.  Based on the survey:   
 55% of the respondents arrive to a “Hot” Office and only 3% feel the temperature 
is ‘Just Right’ 
 41% respondents felt their heads were ‘Too Hot” while working.  
 Classrooms do not see extensive summer use, but there were complaints of 
“oppressively hot and stuffy” classroom environments.   
 Note that while summer users addressed air conditioning questions, cooling 
degree days extend from April to November.   
 Overall, 56% of the respondents indicated that the thermal comfort (or lack 
thereof) interferes with their ability to get work done. 
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In addition to troubled cooling comfort levels the units impact Holdsworth in other ways: 
 They do not address cooling in circulation and service areas. If an office is cool 
going to the restroom requires entering an unconditioned space. 
 Window Units have 53 different maintenance schedules 
 Life expectancies under 15 years 
 Reduced thermostatic control 
 Cannot be remotely monitored or controlled 
 53 compromises to the building envelope (see above)    
 Aesthetic compromises to exterior 
 Noise pollution 
 Represent archaic technology and compromise employee productivity 
VENTILATION LOADS 
In the case of Holdsworth this is a problematic category as the system is in a state of disrepair.  
As mentioned in the section, “Examination of Existing Building”, approximately 50% of the 
ventilation system is non-operational.  This impacts two components of the building’s energy 
profile.  First, the various fans and controls (requiring electricity) can only be separated from the 
overall metered electrical usage and analyzed separately if we use the 50% non-operational 
number. Secondly, the exhaust air that is removed from the building contains heat that was 
supplied by the heating system and it is lost, and again we are only able to ascertain the total 
volume of air being exhausted by using a 50% non-operational number along with the time that 
the system is running. 
Complicating the assessment is that the supply air that is replacing the exhausted air is being 
preheated (during heating season) by a heat exchanger in central Mechanical Penthouse.  Again 
BTU input and time of operation is unknown and limit calculations specific to this system. 
However, to the extent that the system is operational both the electricity and the steam amounts 
that are required to operate their respective components are included in the monthly steam and 
electrical usage quantities that the building meters. 
To enter a reasonable number into the energy model the following methodology was use: 
 Supply rates (CFM) were taken from the original drawings sets Mechanical 
Sheets.  
 Totals for each floor were added together  
 Building total for all three floors was determined 
 Total CFM of the supplies for the building were divided by the total square 
footage of the building resulting in a ventilation rate of .34 cfm/sf 
 This number was reduced by 50% resulting in .17 cfm/sf 
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INTERNAL LOADS 
Lighting type and usage is what in aggregate contributes to electricity usage imposed by artificial 
light. As discussed in the previous section, “Examination of Existing Building”, it is an area that 
has had recent upgrades (Johnson Controls, 2009) and responsible behavior verification 
(Behavioral Survey, 2011). 
Plug loads require detailed inventories to accurately determine the size of the loads, 
refrigerators, coffee makers, copiers, computers, compressors, laboratory equipment, personal 
fans, etc. all contributes to the plug load.  It was beyond the capacity of our work force to 
accurately survey and inventory equipment numbers, power draws, usage frequencies, etc.  To 
give an idea of the scale of the effort involved a recapitulation of a similar task undertaken at 
Harvard University’s Gund Hall is illustrative.  The analysis of internal loads was performed by 
several Architecture graduate students as part of a full semester course analyzing the energy 
usage of this one building.  The work consisted of an online questionnaire regarding occupant 
schedules and appliance usage sent to building occupants, twenty walk-though observations, 
separating the spaces of Gund Hall into twenty-three categories (each category having similar 
use characteristics), calculating plug-load densities for each space and formatting seven 
different plug-load schedules, calculated lighting power densities for each of the categories 
based on: observation of each space, a list of lamp types provided by the facilities manager, and 
wattage information from the internet, and finally creating four different window shade 
schedules.21 It is of note that in the Gund Hall study that moving from the default (in the energy 
modeling program DesignBuilder) inputs to the custom inputs improved the accuracy of the 
model. 
However, in the absence of a survey with this level of detail it is necessary to rely on the defaults 
within eQUEST.  It is in this area that eQUEST excels as the software is complete with default 
values specific to building type. Occupancy, usage, and scheduling data have been collected by 
the DOE and allow for a simulation to be performed that coincides with actual energy usage thus 
carries with it a reasonable degree of confidence in the verisimilitude of the model. 
DOMESTIC HOT WATER LOADS 
The requirement of the building’s occupants and their activities place a small demand on hot 
water.  Restroom requirements, one shower stall with only sporadic usage, absence of kitchens 
or food preparation space, and sinks in laboratories which appear to have small demand all 
indicate a DHW usage of .5 gallons or less per day; typical for buildings such as Holdsworth. 
 
 
                                                        
21 (Wasilowski & Reinhart, Modelling an existing Building in DesignBilder/E+: Custom versus Default 
Inputs, 2009) 
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ENERGY MODELING 
Figure 12: Holdsworth Hall - DOE eQUEST Model  
Only now in the early part of the twenty first century has it become possible for building 
scientists to examine a building in a digital world where a model of a building can be created 
precisely recapitulating a building’s geometry, construction, zoning, occupancy, mechanical 
systems, operation schedules, electrical loads, site location, and meteorological data.  The 
advantage is that unlike individual analysis of each energy related piece of the puzzle which 
requires the building scientist to construct a comprehensive whole out of the pieces, now all the 
pieces are programmed into a single entity that performs thousands of interrelated 
computations resulting in a facsimile of what actually occurs. 
A single example to illustrate the above would be the complexity of spacing heating.  Identical in 
fashion to the real world, the digital model calls for output from the digital heating system when 
the temperature in the building falls below the programmed setpoint and calculates the fuel 
(energy) consumed.  However, just as in the real world this is not a simple direct response to the 
exterior temperature.  There are many interrelated processes that come into play, i.e. heat is 
produced by equipment, lighting, and occupants which retards the drop in temperature within 
the building. Heat gain occurs through windows, allowing transmission of solar radiation, 
thermal masses are storing heat and releasing heat, etc.  The energy model is able to analyze all 
these processes because it possesses the geometry of the building, the construction fabrics, the 
schedules of operation, the occupancies, the activities, the mechanical systems, etc. of the 
building.  Plus, it has been placed in its digital world with the identical solar orientation as the 
actual building.  Finally, the local weather file is programmed into the model. 
The most advanced weather files are TMY3 Files which have recorded data from 1991-2005 at 
more than 1,400 sites where hourly data of global horizontal radiation, direct normal radiation, 
dry bulb temperature, dew point temperature, wind speed and direction, surface albedo, and 
liquid precipitation has been recorded. 
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The accuracy of the model is directly dependent on the detail and exactness of the programming 
effort.  As of yet, the technology has not arrived at a magic button stage where with a few mouse 
clicks everything is perfectly inputted. The methodology is an item by item process requiring 
knowledge of construction, mechanical equipment, and building program particulars.  EQUEST 
has tools (wizards and defaults) that facilitate the process, but requires a significant time 
commitment nonetheless. 
An additional advantage of  an energy modeling program such as eQUEST is that it provides 
outputs in the form of images (Fig. 12), graphs, charts, tables (Fig. 13)  , and spreadsheets that 
aid the building scientist in communicating information that can be complicated and dry. 
Finally, the energy model offers the opportunity to make any changes to any input that was 
made, e.g. change the insulation value of an assembly, add shading devices to windows on a 
façade, or update a mechanical system.  The program then, at the click of a mouse button, will 
simulate the building with the new changes providing the energy and cost savings information 
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Figure 13: DOE eQUEST Output:  Holdsworth Hall Baseline Model Energy Consumption 
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MARGIN OF ERROR OF eQUEST MODEL 
SPACE HEATING 
The eQuest model of Holdsworth simulates an annual space heating energy usage of 4379.0 
MMBTU which presents a deviation, after steam usage as recorded by the CHP converts to 
actual energy usage (4598.4 MMBTUs) and corrected for DHW usage and losses (see Data 
Correction discussion below).  This represents an energy model deviation from the actual usage 
of +.39%. 
ELECTRICITY USAGE 
The eQuest model of Holdsworth simulates an annual electricity usage after correction for air 
conditioning (see Data Correction discussion below) of 262,450 kWh which presents a deviation 
from actual electricity usage of 269,891 kWh (average of July 2009-June 2010 and July 2010 –
June 2011 after Johnson Control Updates).  This represents an energy model deviation from the 
actual usage of -2.75%. 
DATA CORRECTION 
SPACE HEATING 
To test how well the eQUEST model reflected the actual performance of the building, the 
model’s projected heating energy was compared to the actual heating energy use according to 
the steam usage data provided by the University’s physical plant. 
The weather data used by eQUEST to model energy usage is based on weather data collected 
some distance from the actual building site. The TMY file weather data is an artificially 
constructed typical year composed of twelve typical meteorological months (January - 
December) that are concatenated essentially without modification to form a single year with a 
serially complete hourly data record for primary measurements.22  
This source of the TMY file is reasonably close, but the Holyoke Mountain range and 
approximately 23.02 km (14.3 miles) separate Holdsworth Hall from the weather station at 
Westover Airport in Chicopee, Massachusetts and does not represent the actual weather 
experienced by Holdsworth Hall during the time period for which the steam usage data was 
available. Holdsworth has the good fortune of a very local weather station located on the roof of 
the campus’s Computer Science Building, 266 yds. to the north.  The data from this weather 
station was used to correct and normalize the actual heating energy consumption data for the 
building. 
                                                        
22 (Wilcox & W., 2008) 
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The UMass-Amherst CHP separately meters each building providing monthly steam and 
electricity consumption.  A district heating input option is not available in eQUEST, so the 
default option of a gas-fired condensing boiler with an efficiency of 91.5% was used as a 
simulacrum. Given that a shell and tube steam to water heat exchanger effectiveness can 
approach 100%, but that the existing heat exchanger is quite old and has probably developed a 
buildup of scale that degrades its heat exchange effectiveness, this was considered to be 
reasonable. 
Steam from the CHP provides not only space heating, but also DHW for laboratory and domestic 
purposes.  Additionally, it is subject to other losses unrelated to space heating. This baseload 
steam consumption is relatively constant and, naturally, much smaller than the heating usage.  
Since the heating system is not operated during the summer months (June, July, August and 
September), the median of these four lowest consumption months or the fifteenth percentile for 
the entire period for which we had data (FY ’10, ’11, and ’12) was used.  This is defined as the 
baseload and is subtracted from all month’s usage data. To check if the assumption was correct, 
baseload-corrected usage data were correlated against HDDs (r = 0.96, p < 0.001) and found the 
Y-intercept of the regression line close to zero (-4 MMBtu, i.e., less than one standard deviation 
below zero).23 This implies that all of the corrected steam consumption data were related to 
temperature and that the proper baseload quantity was deleted.  
Using this baseload-corrected data the HDD series from the Computer Science Building’s 
weather station, the average actual energy usage per HDD (755.87 kBtu/HDD) was calculated. 
The Westover Station TMY file uses 6060 HDDs.  Multiplying this figure by the actual Btu/HDD 
usage experienced by Holdsworth allows an estimate of how Holdsworth Hall, as actually 
occupied and operated, would perform in a typical model year if it were in Chicopee, where the 
TMY weather station is located. 
It is to this adjustment that the Space Heating Energy Consumption as simulated by the 
eQUEST model is compared resulting in the above small amount of deviation, +.39%.  This 
permits researchers to have the confidence to make changes to the model that will accurately 
predict improvements in energy performance and balance the value of that data against 
aesthetic and economic values.  
                                                        
23 To find a meaningful measure of variance, we found the standard deviation of the uncorrected 
steam usage per heating degree day (from the Computer Science Building) and normalized it by 
multiplying it by the average number of HDD in the heating season months. Thus SD(171 
kBtu/HDD)*730 kBtu = normalized SD (12.5 kBtu). If the Y-intercept of the regression fit between 
steam usage and HDD had been greater than 12 kBtu, then non-temperature related consumption 
would have to be assumed to remain. If it were less than -12 kBtu, then the baseload deletion would 
have been greater, i.e. it would have removed consumption related to outside temperature. 
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ELECTRICITY USAGE 
An accurate simulation of Holdsworth’s electricity usage is complicated by the previously 
explained fact that Holdsworth’s space cooling is accomplished by fifty three of window style air 
conditioning units.  This ad-hoc type of installation is not an option to input into the 
Holdsworth eQUEST model.  Unlike the adjustment that was possible for space heating where 
monthly space heating loads were able to be determined by deducting the monthly steam usage 
attributable to isolatable DHW usage and miscellaneous losses it is not possible to do this with 
the air conditioning loads at Holdsworth.  The electricity usage in Holdsworth has many facets 
affecting the monthly total recorded by the CHP.  As cooling degree days rise in the summer 
months, occupancy rates and schedules change dramatically and increases in electricity loads 
attributable to air conditioner usage cannot be determined from the monthly total as the 
increase is partially or completely concealed by the multiplicity of other electricity demand 
reductions. 
To fairly represent the system in the model a workaround was undertaken.  The total BTUH of 
the all the units were added together and a DX system of similar cooling capacity was entered 
into the model as a central building unit.  
EQUEST permits the unit to exclude the core areas, but does not allow the unit to cool only 
select designated perimeter zones.  In Holdsworth the window units are principally located in 
the offices, there are very few in other perimeter zones. By taking the percentage of the space 
that is actually cooled and applying that percentage to the total cooling load that the model 
demonstrates for Holdsworth, plus the increase of pump and fan electric loads that the AC 
system has caused, an adjustment to the models total electricity usage which reasonably reflects 
the actual “cooling system” that is employed in Holdsworth is attained.  
The result is a reduction of 45,050 kWh from the predicted 307,340 kWh of the model.  This 
adjusted figure, 262,450 kWh is then an accurate reflection of the annual electricity usage of 
Holdsworth. An annual cost of $3423.80  
It is of interest that the average two year total of CDDs (791.8) recorded at the Computer Science 
Weather Station total 150.3 (+23.4%) more than the 641.5 CDDs used by the Westover Station 
TMY file which certainly contributes to the margin of error between actual usage and the model 
simulation. 
A CAVEAT 
While simulation results were remarkably close to actual energy usage it should be noted that it 
is not possible to rule out the possibility of unknown errors in the model that happen to cancel 
each other out resulting in a model that substantially reproduces actual consumption, but does 
not represent as accurate a recapitulation of the building as apparent accuracy implies. 
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POSSIBLE INTERVENTIONS 
The following are a series of individual interventions that will result in energy savings at 
Holdsworth Hall.  In this section each intervention is analyzed as a singular intervention and not 
in conjunction or packaged with other interventions.  The final sections of this paper will bundle 
these singular interventions into packages that will optimize energy savings, occupant comfort, 
and economic and practical realities. 
The interventions below are ones that were determined during discussions in the graduate 
seminar ECO697RR, Retrofitting and Retrocommissioning.  The interventions were then 
inputted into the Holdsworth Baseline eQUEST Model and energy savings and cost savings to 
UMass-Amherst evaluated using the natural gas energy cost of $1.17/therm $0.076/kWh as 
determined in the Energy at UMass Amherst section above.  To aid in interpreting the data the 
savings or losses are expressed in dollar amounts that have used the CHP’s assigned energy 
costs rather than BTU or kWh gains or losses. 
EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION 
Holdsworth exterior wall assembly has a void created by 2.5” steel studs spaced 16” o.c. This 
void could be filled with densepack cellulose insulation.  Voids would be accessed through the 
interior plaster, requiring repair to plaster and repainting of affected walls.  Densepack cellulose 
(3.5 pounds per cubic foot) is an excellent air flow retarder.24  This fact coupled with the existing 
drainage plane and air space existing between the brick and building paper covered sheathing 
offers reasonable assurance that condensation will not be an issue with the new temperature 
gradient in the wall assembly that will be created.  The negatives concerning this intervention 
are: 
 Holes in interior walls will disturb lead based paint; containment will increase 
expense 
 Existing original coatings of alkyd paints are (3 coats of oil base paint have a dry 
cup permeability rating of 0.3-1.0, which classifies it as Type 1. 25 This precludes 
drying to the inside so minimal air leakage must be assured before intervention 
proceeds to assure there is not a condensation problem that would endanger the 
brick facades 
 Superior performance with respect to insulating exterior walls, especially in the 
case of metal studs, can be achieved by the installation, on the exterior side, of 
continuous insulation board - similar in technique to what is being done at the 
UMass Amherst residential dormitories, the Orchards.  This requires the removal 
                                                        
24 (Fisette, 2005) 
25 (Fisette, 2005) 
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and replacement of the exterior brick cladding which would incur substantial 
expense. 
There is considerable information in the literature as to the benefit of installing cavity insulation 
in voids between metal studs because of the extreme conductivity of the metal.  Oakridge 
Laboratories26 and John Straube27  have both investigated the true R-value of a metal-framed 
wall with cavity insulation.  The calculations for this wall type are more complex than with a 
wood framed wall where the thickness of a wood stud is consistent across the cavity. The 
thickness of an 18 or 20 gauge metal “C” stud is not consistent across the assembly – a result of 
its geometry.  The conductive heat flow is much more complex than through a wood stud and 
while not as substantial as it would be if the metal stud had the same geometry as the wood stud 
it is nevertheless substantial.  
Both papers report that in new construction there is little value in insulating the cavity and that 
board insulation outboard to the cavity should be the technique employed.  There is, however, 
some value to be gained and in the case of the eQUEST model when insulation of R-11 is 
digitally inserted into the assembly a savings is demonstrated (Fig. 14). 
                                                        
26 (Kośny, Yarbrough, & Childs, 2012) 
27 (Straube, 2009) 
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Figure 14: Holdsworth Hall Baseline Energy Consumption vs. R-11 added to Exterior Wall Cavities. 
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This represents an annual energy cost savings of $6,977.00 (-8.9%).  This intervention is 
possible with typical industry practices.  The drilling of the holes on the interior side of the 
exterior walls while controlling lead paint contamination is typical.  The patching and repainting 
of the disrupted walls are neither difficult nor complicated processes.  
A slight adjustment must be made to the savings as it would not be possible to add R-11 to the 
walls as the actual cavity space is only 2.5”; 1” of cellulose provides and R-value of 4.028 resulting 
in an R-value of 10.5.  There is discussion within the industry that the R-value of densepack 
cellulose is actually lower and closer to 3.5%.  In that case the R-value of the insulation would be 
8.75. 
An additional caveat must be added to the potential savings.  eQUEST uses ASHRAE 90.1 data 
as a basis for its simulations.  ASHRAE 90.1 uses a “clear” construction when calculating opaque 
wall conductive transfer.  Clear construction is a condition where faming members are at 
designated intervals O.C., but do not account for top and bottom plates and additional framing 
members at corners and openings that affect the percentage of insulation to framing members.  
If it had been possible to use this data in simulations then the savings would be reduced 
proportionally. 
In conclusion, if a liberal 20% adjustment is made on the annual savings (demonstrated by the 
eQUEST model for injecting insulation into the interior cavities of exterior walls and to the 2” 
cavity that exists around the structural columns) the savings would still be $5,581.60, a 
reduction in energy costs of  -7.14%.  
ADDITION OF INSULATION AT OTHER LOCATIONS 
As Holdsworth had a new roof installed in 2000, installation of additional roof insulation was 
not investigated.  The new roof included 2.5” of polyisocyanurate. It is recommended that at the 
next reroofing, possibly not until 2030 or 2040 additional board insulation that parapet depth 
permits be installed as significant savings can be achieved. 
Holdsworth does not obviously appear as a slab on grade construction because of the elevated 
concrete plinth that the building rests on.  This plinth is earth filled except for the small, 738 ft2, 
below grade mechanical room.  While insulating horizontally beneath the slab is not a 
possibility, it would be possible to insulate around the perimeter with 4’ of vertical 4” XPS 
insulation.  
Approximately one third of the perimeter would need to be excavated to achieve that depth; the 
remaining perimeter is above existing grade.   The brick veneer above the plinth is supported by 
4” steel angle. Brick overhangs the shelf by ½” so interface with the new plane of insulation and 
maintaining a correct weather lap would not be problematic. Additional expense would be 
                                                        
28 (Fisette, 2005) 
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incurred to surface the exposed insulation with a durable coating and even more expense if the 
coating were to establish the profile of the existing fluted plinth. 
The annual energy savings simulated by the eQUEST model are approximately 1%. The 
significant energy loss through the buildings’ textured plinth was ignored because it would 
require heroic measures to preserve its appearance.  
CUSTOM INTERIOR WINDOW PANELS 
Investigating an intervention involving the windows in Holdsworth involved a series of studies.  
Impact from an intervention involving the windows can be expected to be substantial as the 
windows represent 30% of the exterior wall surface.  
As discussed in the “Review of Existing Building” section, the existing windows in Holdsworth 
are the original aluminum frame single pane units.  The windows presently have U-Value of 1.2, 
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.78, and Visual Transmittance (VT) of 0.90.  This does 
not account for the SHGC or VT of the west windows glazed with the “Shade Screen Glass” 
which while having minimal effect on the U-value does have some impact on the SHGC and VT.  
The simplest modification to these windows would be the application of an interior film to the 
window that would have reduced the SHGC while still maintaining reasonable VT. Concerning 
the “Shade Screen Glass” on the west elevation, it is thought that a film applied to these windows 
would have the a very similar additive effect as the film would have to clear single pane glass and 
not compromise the simulation. 
The results were an increase of total energy usage; for even though there was an expected 
reduction in cooling loads this was overpowered by an increase in heating loads as a result of 
loss of passive solar gain.  There will be more discussion of this phenomenon in the discussion 
below on shading.  Appropriately this intervention is not recommended. 
The next investigation involved total replacement of the window units with triple pane glass and 
thermally broken spacers.  Two simulations were run, the first with low-e glass, the second with 
clear glass. As expected annual energy bill savings was significant for both: $10,198, i.e. -13.04% 
with low-e glass and $10,394, i.e. -13.3% with clear glass(Fig.15).  However, a very large 
expenditure would be necessary to achieve these savings with the following negatives adding to 
the expense of the intervention: 
 Scaffolding expense necessary to perform replacement 
 Suspected remediation required because of the presence of lead based paints, 
asbestos, and PCBs 
 Necessary repair to disrupted interior finishes 
 Depending on available configuration and finishes of window frames there could 
be substantial change to the building’s Modernist aesthetic. 
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Figure 15: Holdsworth Hall: Annual Energy Savings of New Window Triple Pane Window Units   
It should be noted at this time that the additional expense of low-e glass in the case of 
Holdsworth, cannot be justified as there is actually an increased annual energy cost for reasons 
similar to those discussed with the films. As an alternative, a less invasive intervention would be 
possible involving the interior application of custom interior window panels (Fig.16).  These 
units would achieve similar savings in energy and allow for the lowest (from floor) screened 
ventilators to remain operable exactly as the building has existed since opening. The units being 
installed on a space by space basis from the interior would not require the building to be 
scaffolded and because the installation is non-invasive none of the remediation or repair 
expenses would be incurred. Additionally, the exterior aesthetics of the building remain 
unaltered.  
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Figure 16:  Custom Interior Window Panels. Drawing by Katherine McCusker 
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Simulating these units was done with very conservative assumptions because there is no 
literature or National Fenestration Rating Council rating for these custom units. Depending on 
the materials and installation quality of the insulated stops, spacers, mulling, and other details, 
the real unit could perform almost as well as the total replacement windows discussed above. 
However, our collective judgment favored a conservative estimate. For this simulation: 
 The new double pane Insulated Glass Unit (IGU) is Argon filled. 
 The air space between original glass and new IGU is greater than 1/2”. 
 The new IGU frame is thermally broken with insulated spacers and stops. 
 Low-e glass was not selected as minimal savings had been demonstrated using this glass 
type when the entire window unit had been replaced.   
The annual energy savings demonstrated (Fig. 17) were significant, $6,344 representing a  
-8.11% reduction.  
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THERMOSTAT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Data loggers installed at various locations in Holdsworth over a period of two weeks (see 
Addendum 4) recorded an average occupied temperature of 74.2 oF and an unoccupied 
temperature of 73.3 oF. Changing the demand for heating to a more reasonable and responsible 
range of occupied 70.0oF  and unoccupied 60.0 oF  would offer very substantial annual energy 
savings of $21,919 (-28.03%), (Fig.18). 
Savings occur in both Electricity and Gas Consumption categories (Fig.19) 
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Figure 19: Holdsworth Hall: Comparison of Energy Consumption after installation of  Thermostat Management 
System 
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While these savings by themselves may seem enormously attractive this is an intervention that 
cannot be achieved simply by turning down the existing thermostats in Holdsworth.  Problems 
relating specifically to this are: 
 Original Drawings of Holdsworth designate 74 thermostat locations 
 A substantial number of thermostats in Holdsworth are not working  
 The thermostats in Holdsworth are not controlled by the building management 
systems. Leaving thermostats in Holdsworth manually operated, without the 
option of programmable setbacks, the building would be left to rely on manual 
setback performed by the occupants – a risky choice. 
Occupant comfort would become a very major problem in the building as the datalogger 
recordings indicate that occupants are maintaining comfort by raising the drybulb temperature 
to counterbalance the effect of the radiant cooling they receive from the windows and 
uninsulated perimeter walls, the air leakage around and through Window AC Units, and drafts 
caused by hot air (heat source is the ceiling) cooling and falling as it approaches the single pane 
windows. 
In fact, if a typical room were kept at 70°F ambient temperature under current conditions 
(single pane windows and no wall insulation), the mean radiant temperature (MRT) – the 
temperature actually experienced by the occupant—would be approximately 66°F. This is just 
below the typical comfort zone for most people. To maintain a MRT of about 70°F, occupants 
would have to set thermostats at 74°F. This accords with current practice as recorded by 
temperature dataloggers. However, if the wall insulation and interior window panel’s measures 
are implemented, a thermostatic setting of 70°F would result in an MRT of 69°F. 
If the thermostat management system is implemented alone, the occupied temperature will be 
74.2°F in order to achieve a MRT above 68°F. The unoccupied temperature can still be set to 
60°F. Thus, a more reasonable estimate of savings from implementing the thermostat 
management system is 1,524.5 MMBtu, and $18,391 (- 23.5%). 
The existing thermostatic control system is pneumatic and controls valves in the supply hot 
water pipes of the radiant system in the ceilings.  This distribution system warms the room by 
both radiation and convective air currents that move through the perforations in the ceiling 
panels, circulating around the heated pipes, and eventually finding its way to occupant level in 
the space below.  
Technology exists to execute this intervention in a noninvasive fashion.  There are three 
potentially viable systems that have been investigated (see Addendum 5). 
 MeshScape® Wireless Pneumatic Thermostat provides zone comfort, and 
enhanced energy economy through remote monitoring and setpoint 
management, and energy usage analysis. 
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 Millennial Net Wireless Pneumatic DDC Thermostat provides rapid payback and 
minimal disruption to gain ongoing energy and maintenance cost savings, while 
improving comfort and operations. 
 Cypress Systems Wireless Pneumatic Thermostat delivers DDC-like functionality 
without the need to change out pneumatic pipes, run wires, replace actuators or 
disturb tenants providing automatic setpoint and remote monitoring of 
temperature and branch pressure. 
The setpoints selected: 
 Heating: occupied 70oF and unoccupied 60 oF  
 Cooling: occupied 76oF and unoccupied 86 oF  
are only reference points for this paper.  In actuality a system such as one of the above offers 
many opportunities to customize building schedules and manage occupancy comfort to 
continually and seasonally control energy usage. 
AIR SEALING 
The cracks and voids in the building envelope collectively total many square feet and each must 
be addressed separately and with thoroughness.  They are:  
 Roof (penetrations) 
 Walls (penetrations) 
 Ground Floor (perimeter) 
 Doors (perimeters) 
 Windows (perimeters) 
 Air Conditioner installations (perimeters and openings within the unit)  
Three of these categories, walls, windows, and ground floor were determined to have limited 
leakage and therefore will not allow for improvement.  
Of the remaining three categories the following methodology was used to reduce the air leakage 
and arrive at new ELA values and therefore new ACH estimations: 
DOORS   
As the doors in Holdsworth are all original and the weatherstripping around their perimeters is 
either deteriorated, in disrepair, or non-existent they should be replaced.  Note: New doors will 
not only improve air sealing, but conductive losses will also be mitigated by the new construct.  
Durable construction materials, sophisticated weatherstripping, optimal R and U values, and 
superior mechanical hardware will dramatically improve the performance of all the doors.  
However, doors are continually subject to the stresses of opening and closing causing them to 
move out of alignment. Weatherstripping at the threshold is continually compromised with dirt 
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and debris and the inherent design of an overhead door makes them notoriously difficult to 
weatherstrip.  
These performance issues are taken into consideration and to that end the air leakage of the 
doors is reduced by 80%, leaving 20% to address the above inadequacies.  
AIR CONDITIONER INSTALLATIONS 
A prelude to the final conclusion of this paper is found in this section.  The fifty three individual 
air conditioner installations that exist in Holdsworth are a gross insult to craftsmanship, energy 
efficiency, Modernist aesthetics, and the public realm.  Removal of these units, supposing an 
alternative space cooling scenario is adopted, offers a complete solution with a total set of 
positive outcomes.  Referencing air sealing: the collective seven square foot hole would be 
eliminated entirely. Removal of the air conditioners is also a pre-requisite for implementing the 
interior window panel solution discussed above. 
ROOF AND PENTHOUSES  
There are two possible strategies for air sealing the roof of the building. The first is to only air 
seal the large penetrations through which the ventilation ducts pass through the roof plane and 
any other penetrations that exist. This would be accomplished through the use of board 
insulation and spray foam cut, fit, and applied as appropriate.  
Additionally the access hatch from the third floor to the central penthouse would require 
sealing. 
The second strategy is to air seal and insulate the penthouses envelopes in entirety, which would 
place the ventilation equipment inside the building’s conditioned envelope. This intervention 
could be accomplished by either of two methods: 
 Cut and fit insulated panels over window openings and concrete walls sealing 
joints between the panels and between the panels and floors, walls, and ceilings. 
 Apply Hi Density Spray Foam, coating all surfaces and sealing all gaps on the 
interior of the penthouses.  Spray foam can be directed into difficult to reach 
places increasing the likelihood of establishing a superior seal. 
Positives: 
 The roof plane existing inside the penthouses was not involved in the 2000 re-
roofing project and is uninsulated.  Insulating the penthouses improves the roof’s 
overall thermal performance.   
Negatives: 
 Sealing the penthouses will, however, highlight an existing problem.  The steam 
heat exchanger that heats the fresh air supply of the ventilation system is located 
in the central penthouses and the returns of the ventilation system are located in 
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the two flanking penthouses.  Currently the penthouses are open to the outside 
and heat is rapidly dissipated to the atmosphere (a huge energy loss).  Therefore, 
overheating will present a problem unless further modifications are undertaken 
(discussed below).  
Either of these techniques, if executed carefully, would provide excellent air sealing. A 90% 
assessment is attached to the success rate of the intervention.  
With these deductions in place the ACH50 = 2.15 and the ACHnat = .1075, a simulation was 
performed demonstrating a reduction of annual energy expenditure of $29,196 (-37.34%).  A 
side by side comparison of the energy use profiles between the baseline simulation and reduced 
ACH simulation demonstrates the savings (Fig.20). 
Figure 20: Holdsworth Hall: Comparison of Energy Usages after ACH reduction from 1.1 (left) to .0075 (right). 
It is of note that the DOE reports typical energy loss due to air leakage to be approximately 40%, 
which synchronizes with our findings. 
SHADING DEVICES 
Passive strategies involving obstructions or constructions to reduce solar heat gain and glare 
would be positive additions to the energy reduction arsenal of Holdsworth.   
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There are three possible intervention opportunities: 
 Shading with trees 
 Glare reduction via internal shades or blinds 
 Solar Heat gain reduction and glare reduction with external shading devices 
A survey response from an anonymous survey respondent recalled and wrote: 
Re-plant trees on east side of building to shade massive number of windows in 
summer. Trees died and were not replaced. Passive solar design plan not being 
used as originally intended which means we then have to use our AC units on 
high all summer. 
A few of the trees have survived and while a tree covered hillside might be a positive aesthetic 
additions to the surrounding grounds the additional trees would in reality provide only 
temporary daily and seasonal mitigation of the serious issue of glare. The multiple windows on 
that three story façade would receive only intermittent daily and seasonal mitigation as sun 
angles changed throughout the day and seasons, and foliage, in the case of deciduous trees, 
came and went.  A similar situation plays out at the western façade where there are a few trees, 
but any serious relief from western sun could not be achieved because of the buildings proximity 
to the street and parking lot coupled with its three story height. 
Holdsworth presently has operable interior horizontal blinds which can be raised and lowered 
and louvers can be angled to control the glare.  This course of action if undertaken is naturally 
effective, but if managed incorrectly comes at the expense of reduced daylight levels and a need 
for artificial light, which adds to the electricity loads.   
Reduction of glare can be achieved by window glass films or coatings.  These films and coatings 
while reducing glare also reduce solar heat gain and visual transmittance to various degrees.  
The reduction of solar heat gain will have a positive effect on space cooling loads, but a negative 
effect on space heating loads.  If the intervention of either Window Replacement or Custom 
Interior Window Panels is undertaken this technology should be examined as the cost increase 
to a unit at that point might prove to be favorable. 
The reduction of solar heat gain by interior mounted blinds or shades is minimal as the heat has 
been allowed to enter the conditioned space and although initially between the glass and the 
device it shortly is convected into the main space of the room that the device is defending.   The 
way to minimize this gain is either integrated construction, e.g. overhangs created by the 
building’s cornice or wood, metal, or fabric appendages of various geometries that defend each 
individual window or bank of windows from direct insolation, e.g. brise-soleil, shades, shutters, 
or awnings.  Each is effective to a degree depending on its ability to shade the window(s) it 
serves.  Operability (manual or automatic) increases effectiveness, but places reliance on 
occupants to perform the operation in the case of manual ones, and costs are increased 
substantially in the case of automatic ones. 
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In addition to the negatives in the above paragraph, Holdsworth is visited by two other 
problems.  First the largest solar loads are delivered to the western façade which contains over 
fifty percent of the building’s glazing.  Glazing on the west (and east) is particularly difficult to 
shade against because of the low angles of the sun in mornings and afternoons. There are times 
of the year when the additional heat gain is welcome, but more often than not the additional 
gain is unwelcome and shades or blinds must be actively employed which may result in obscured 
view and reduction of daylight.   
Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, it is very difficult to add appendages to a Modernist 
building such as Holdsworth.  The planar facades with their crisp orthogonal lines and 
continuous four bands of brick surrounding the three bands of only slightly interrupted ribbons 
of windows do not countenance well the additions of any type of projection attempting to defend 
them from solar gain.  Aggravating the problem is the fact that to be effective they would have to 
be substantial constructs if they would accomplish any serious mitigation.   
Automatically operated exterior shades would be effective if the obliteration of view and loss of 
daylight could be tolerated, but that seems doubtful.  How effective such an intervention would 
be can be only be approximated in the eQUEST model in an indirect way.  The program does 
have the ability to create overhangs and side fins of any designated length and distance from the 
windows.  The simulations demonstrate that there is little change to loads if these modifications 
are made to the east and west façade.  The case would be different if there were windows of any 
amount to the south. 
A work around simulation to represent the lowering of exterior shades is possible by reducing 
both the SHGC and the VT of all of the baseline model’s window glass by seventy percent, 
leaving everything else unchanged.  As expected the results indicate an increase in overall 
energy consumption (Fig.21).  Although electricity usage was reduced, principally by the 
decrease in cooling demand, the increased demand for space heating resulted in an overall net 
increase of annual energy costs of $3,790 (+5%). 
The simulation represents a crude approximation as it is portraying identical shading for all of 
the building’s windows, statically in place and effective at all times.  If a system was designed 
that responded to the buildings aesthetic, addressed ordinal orientation idiosyncratically, and 
automatically responded to the solar angle of the moment, while simultaneously arriving at 
reasonable compromise with daylight and view, then the cost would be improved.  It is 
important to realize that in this particular area that there are compromises between energy 
savings, daylighting, views, glare control, and aesthetics that must be made.  
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Figure 9: Holdsworth Hall: Shading Simulation Workaround   
Unless a design is proposed that addresses all the difficulties in the last paragraph the decision 
has been made to not recommend this type of intervention for Holdsworth. 
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RECOMMENDED INTERVENTIONS 
BUNDLING INTERVENTIONS RECOMMENDED FROM ENERGY MODEL 
The energy model simulations of the possible interventions to Holdsworth were always 
examined as a single improvement and compared to the Holdsworth Baseline Model which is 
the building as it presently exists.  At this point the study of Holdsworth shifts to a proposal that 
encompasses bundling the interventions into what is considered an optimal package for 
obtaining energy savings; costs are considered in this section. 
An energy model of Holdsworth was created with the following interventions: 
 Exterior wall cavities insulated to R-11 with dense pack cellulose 
 Custom Interior Window Panels installed 
 Thermostats Management System installed 
 Air Sealing Measures instituted 
 Removal of fifty-three Window Air Conditioning Units 
It is assumed that since these interventions are being done that Holdsworth will also have its 
ventilation system repaired and returned to full operational activity supplying ASHRAE 90.1 
mandate of 0.5 cfm/ft2 which was the original design capacity of the system.   
The five interventions supported by the energy model will most assuredly decrease the energy 
consumption of Holdsworth by a substantial amount as indicated by the singular intervention 
simulations.  Three additional calculated interventions, i.e. radiant cooling system, HRV system, 
and lighting controls will be evaluated and the savings elicited from them will form an aggregate 
total of eight interventions to arrive at the final total energy and cost savings. 
It is critical to begin to understand the interrelationships and dependencies of these 
interventions, modeled and calculated, in order to grasp the final recommendations of this 
report. Three examples illustrate these multiple interlinkages and interdependencies. First, 
significant savings at fairly low cost can be achieved through air sealing. However, if envelope 
leakiness is reduced, sufficient ventilation air must be provided for health, safety and comfort. 
This requires the restoration of the existing ventilation system. But the restoration of the 
existing ventilation system, while improving occupant comfort will reduce some of the space 
heating savings created by the improved envelope efficiencies (increased external wall 
insulation, window panels, and air sealing) through additional heat loss on ventilation air. These 
losses can be partly mitigated if Heat Recovery Ventilation (HRV) is included in the ventilation 
system restoration. Second, the removal of the fifty three window air conditioning units, while 
making spectacular improvement to Holdsworth’s appearance and performance, will eliminate 
all space cooling within the building, which would not be tolerated. But an efficient thermal 
envelope (enabled by the removal of the window ACs) and an effective ventilation system with 
dehumidification allows for the use of a radiant cooling system, which offers significant savings 
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as well as aesthetic and noise reduction benefits. Third, the substantial savings achieved by 
maintaining an occupied temperature of 70°F can only be realized if the radiant temperature of 
the windows is increased by the installation of insulated glazing units(IGU), however the IGUs 
can only be installed if the window ACs are removed. But the window ACs can only be removed 
if an alternative cooling system is provided. The alternative cooling system can only operate if 
the ventilation system is repaired. The ventilation system, if repaired will increase heating costs 
unless it includes heat recovery. 
In this first phase, the Bundled Model is being simulated without any space cooling.  It is 
necessary to compare the savings to a Baseline Model of Holdsworth without a cooling system to 
determine the true overall energy savings that the Bundled Model represents. It is important to 
note that the savings in annual energy costs of the Bundled Model are smaller than a totaling of 
the individual interventions because the ventilation rate has been changed from a broken system 
with .17 cfm/ft2 to an ASHRAE compliant one of .50 cfm/ft2.  Again these savings will only 
increase as the final three interventions are explored in the final sections. 
At this point, the reductions in annual energy consumption as compared to the Baseline Model 
(Fig. 22) and associated savings (Fig. 23) are truly spectacular.   The annual energy savings is 
$45,018, representing a reduction in costs of –57.57%.  
 
Figure 22: Holdsworth Hall: Comparison of Annual Energy Usage of Baseline Model (without AC) with Bundled 
Model   
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Figure 23: Holdsworth Hall: Comparison of Annual Energy Expenditures of Baseline Model (without AC) with 
Bundled Model   
The capabilities of the eQUEST model for direct output are at this point at a limit.  Modeling in 
other specialized simulating software can explore additional opportunities, but that is beyond 
the scope of this report.  The next three sections (Space Cooling Intervention, Lighting 
Intervention, and HRV Intervention) will address the three issues that were problematic for the 
eQUEST modeling software, but are done with reference to outputs from the models.  
SPACE COOLING INTERVENTION 
COOLING 
Holdsworth Hall was not designed with a cooling system but operates a collection of fifty-three 
separate window air-conditioners for occupied spaces and one dedicated split system for the 
server room. Electricity for space cooling is a very small portion of the building’s current annual 
energy budget, however, replacing the current fleet of window ACs with a system that provides 
improved comfort to more spaces is desirable and should be pursued for many reasons. 
Removal of the window ACs and replacement with the original or similar in appearance glazing 
would reduce air leakage year-round to which they are substantial contributors, i.e. 7.8%. 
Removal of the window ACs is a necessary prerequisite to adding interior window panels—an 
intervention with large potential energy savings.  Each of the fifty-three current window ACs 
involves a significant maintenance cost. Daniel Pepin, Holdsworth’s Building Manager, asserts 
that training people to properly disassemble, clean, and recharge these units is one of his biggest 
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challenges and most onerous tasks.29 Window ACs have a fairly short lifespan and many of the 
existing units will have to be replaced or already are in need of replacement under the current 
approach in the next few years. Again according to Pepin, each window AC costs the University 
more than $3000.00 to install. Finally, the current window ACs are the primary aesthetic 
affront to a building that otherwise remains very substantially true to its original Modernist 
design. All of this argues that the proper comparison with an alternative system should include 
these benefits that are not reflected in the operating cost of the current “system”. 
According to conventional practice, adding a central ducted air-conditioning system (or separate 
smaller ducted systems per floor) is feasible given the large plenums, however, it would involve 
significant investment in equipment and maintenance and a dramatic increase in electrical 
energy costs for space cooling. Similarly, ductless mini-split systems are feasible, but would be 
very costly and increase mechanical clutter around the building. The relatively short cooling 
season and the low building occupancy during the summer suggest that such a large investment 
in new equipment and increased operating costs would not be justified. Despite this, it is notable 
that the University is undertaking the very large expense of installing approximately thirty more 
window ACs to satisfy the comfort demands of building occupants.30 We think that this 
investment is ill-advised. 
RADIANT CEILING COOLING 
Fortunately, the building already has in place almost all of the elements necessary to operate a 
ceiling radiant cooling panel (CRCP) system and dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) 
dehumidification. The existing heating system consists of hydronic radiant panel ceilings. They 
provide thermal comfort to occupants primarily by warming with radiant heat. A small amount 
of convection also warms the air. These radiant ceiling panels cover almost all the occupied 
spaces in Holdsworth Hall except for the hallways. Circulating cooled water through these 
existing panels using the existing pumps and valves can effectively meet the entire sensible 
cooling needs of the building at significant energy savings, first-cost savings, and with improved 
comfort with dedicated outdoor air  
Sensible heat is removed from the space by a combination of convection and radiation. During 
heating applications, warm ceilings promote temperature stratification rather than convection 
and consequently the heat transfer is dominated by radiation. In cooling applications with a cool 
ceiling, heat removal is roughly equal between radiation and convection, governed by the 
differential between the panel’s mean temperature and the environment’s mean temperature.31 
This means that the cooling capacity of the radiant ceiling panels at a given difference from 
room temperature is proportionately greater for a given area of ceiling than the heating capacity. 
This is significant, because it allows the temperature of the cooled ceiling to be relatively high 
                                                        
29 (Pepin, Personal Communication with B.Weil, 2012) 
30 (Pepin, Email Correspondence to Holdsworth Hall Occupants, 2012) 
31  (Mumma S. , 2001) 
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(as little as 2 degrees below the room ambient temperature) while still providing effective 
sensible cooling. This will enable a radiant ceiling cooling to be operated without condensation 
risk even at fairly high dew points. 
The latent loads (moisture) can be effectively removed by the ventilation system once it is 
repaired and retrofitted with a dehumidification coil for the outside air supply. This modified 
use of the existing dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS) is critical to the operation of a radiant 
cooling system. As discussed later in this section, enhanced dehumidification technologies can 
minimize the energy cost of dehumidification and improve indoor air quality. The advantages of 
radiant cooling are well known and listed in the ASHRAE Handbook.32 For decision-making 
regarding Holdsworth Hall, the key factors are: 
 Improved comfort. Because radiant heat transfer is direct, cooling is provided 
without drafts or perceptible temperature variations across spaces. 
 Reduced noise. The fans and compressors of the current window ACs are noisy 
and distracting. The existing hydronic system is virtually silent—a benefit enjoyed 
during the heating season that can be extended to the cooling season. 
 Lower maintenance costs. The system is inherently simple and uses the 
existing equipment with its standard maintenance schedule. This removes a large 
overhang of maintenance and replacement cost from the existing system. 
 Energy efficiency. Hydronic radiant cooling is more efficient than the current 
system because it eliminates the need for fans necessary for convective air-
cooling. Water has approximately 3500 times the thermal mass of air and thus 
can deliver the same cooling at only 5% of the fluid movement energy. Because 
radiant heat transfer cools the occupants directly, air temperature set points can 
be higher without any compromise in comfort. Using ceiling radiant cooling, a 
78°F set point gives the perception of a space at about 75°F.33 Higher set points 
(smaller difference between inside and outside temperatures) enables the 
ventilation system to remove a larger portion of the cooling load. Higher supply 
water temperatures, possible due to the large radiant surface area, allow for 
smaller chillers operating at higher efficiency. However, because Holdsworth Hall 
is connected to the University CHP plant, we believe that cool water can be 
provided with no water chiller at all! 
CHILLED WATER SOURCE 
Supply water temperatures for radiant ceilings are typically between 53°F and 65°F. One ready 
source for temperatures in this range are ground temperatures, which in Amherst average 50°F, 
rising to a maximum of 62°F by mid-September.34 One source of ground temperature water is 
                                                        
32 (ASHRAE, 2008) 
33 (Mumma S. , 2001), (Wang & all, 2009) 
34 (Turenne, 2012) 
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the mains water supply that is already piped into the building. Due to the almost complete 
coverage of occupied areas, the radiant panels in Holdsworth Hall, could provide sensible 
cooling to 78°F ambient temperature, assuming design day conditions, with water supply 
temperatures as high as 67°F, assuming a flow of 0.015 gpm/ft2.35 This means that there is no 
time when the mains water could not provide all of the sensible cooling through a heat 
exchanger plumbed into the primary circulation loop of Holdsworth’s hydronic system with flow 
rate regulated by a small variable speed pump controlled by an aquastat on the primary return. 
An obvious question is: “Where will all this water go after it has run through the heat 
exchanger?” For most buildings, this issue would prevent the open flow configuration proposed 
here. However, most buildings at the University of Massachusetts, including Holdsworth Hall, 
are connected to a voracious consumer of water: the CHP. Water flowing through the cooling 
heat exchanger would be sent though a one-way check valve into the steam system that drains 
back to the CHP plant. Operating at maximum flow (a condition unlikely to ever be required), 
the radiant cooling system proposed would send a maximum of 6,623 gallons per day to the 
CHP. This is about 4% of the 160,000 gallons consumed daily by the plant.36 On a typical cooling 
day, Holdsworth would send only 1,470 gallons per day to the plant, less than 1% of the plant’s 
daily consumption. 
There are other potential sources of chilled water including the chilled water plant located at 
Chenoweth Hall next door or a vapor compression-driven cooling tower that could be located on 
the roof of Holdsworth Hall or on the ground if structural roof loads would be exceeded. 
However, given the simplicity, low cost, and huge energy savings of the mains water option, 
these alternatives seem excessive and should only be considered as a last resort. 
CONDENSATION, CAPACITY AND COST 
Radiant cooling is an effective way to provide cooling comfort and has been fairly common in 
Europe for the past quarter of a century. It has been less readily adopted by North American 
engineers and HVAC designers due to three concerns that are, in fact, easily addressed: 
condensation risk, capacity concerns, and first cost. In the case of Holdsworth Hall, each of 
these concerns is easily addressed. Cost is the easiest to address, since most of the components 
already exist in place and have been paid for long ago. Compared to any other cooling system for 
Holdsworth, including the ad-hoc window ACs, this is the system with the least first, operating, 
and maintenance cost. 
The primary concern about radiant cooling expressed by HVAC designers and consulting 
engineers has to do with condensation. In order to avoid condensation, the mean surface 
temperature of the radiant ceiling panels must be above the dew point temperature. There are 
several ways to assure that condensation will not form on the radiant cooling panels.  They fall 
                                                        
35 (Jeong & Mumma, 2004) 
36 (Barnes, 2011) 
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into two categories: risk reduction with capacity trade-offs, and humidity control through the 
ventilation system. 
HVAC designers concerns about radiant cooling capacity are related to cost constraints. Added 
capacity generally requires increased panel area or lower water temperatures. Financially 
optimal designs limit panels to 50% of the ceiling area. In the case of Holdsworth, the existing 
panels cover 100% of occupied ceiling areas. This reduces downward pressure on water 
temperature settings with benefits discussed below. Using a simplified calculation method 
developed by Jeong and Mumma37, and de-rating the thermal conductivity of the aluminum 
panels based on age, we find the sensible cooling capacity of the existing panels to range from 32 
to 12 Btu/h*ft2 depending on water temperatures (Fig. 24). 
 
 
Figure 24: Cooling capacity of Holdsworth Hall radiant ceiling panels based on Jeong & Mumma (2004). 
Using design conditions for Springfield (88°F db, 71°F wb) and fairly conservative (high) 
occupancy assumptions (0.04 people per square foot, 1kW/m2 insolation), the maximum 
sensible cooling load for Holdsworth is 31.92 Btu/h/ft2. The underlying assumptions assume 
that no changes are made to the windows, walls, or electrical loads (lights, etc.).  
If recommendations for heating season and electric energy savings are implemented, the 
sensible (and latent) cooling loads would be significantly lower. However, ventilation air 
supplied at 0.5 CFM/ft2 at the dry bulb temperature equal to the required supply air dew point 
(55°F) can remove 10.08 Btu/h*ft2 in sensible heat, so the remaining sensible load is 21.12 
                                                        
37 (Jeong & Mumma, 2004). Note: The ceiling panels in Holdsworth Hall have pairs of copper tubing 
spaced at approximately 4 inches apart with 12 inches between panel centers, a configuration that 
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Btu/h/ft2. This is well within the radiant panel’s capacity at 60°F supply water temperature, 
which is available from ground temperature mains water until the end of the cooling season. 
RISK AND CAPACITY TRADEOFFS 
The first approach to reduce condensation risk is to dynamically set the temperature a few 
degrees higher than ambient dewpoint temperatures. Supply temperature reset controls are 
quite common and available from a variety of manufacturers including Johnson Controls. A 
water sensor connected to a retrofitted control valve can also prevent additional cooling water 
from flowing if condensation occurs.38 The thermostats that control the valves in the current 
hydronic heating configuration can be set to close the valves (preventing cold water flow) if 
humidity rises too high in a given space. Replacement of the current thermostats with new 
advanced digital thermostats is one of the key energy saving recommendations of this report 
based exclusively on heating energy savings, but they can provide significant additional benefit 
through the use of the hydronic system for cooling. All of these approaches reduce the cooling 
capacity of the panels if triggered by condensation or high humidity. This is probably a good 
thing as complaints about performance will bring ventilation malfunction, moisture sources, 
and air leakage to the attention of the building operators. 
With these precautions taken, condensation risks at Holdsworth are small. Transient rises in 
dew point do not necessarily cause condensation problems. In laboratory research, very little 
condensation was observed on panels held at between 0°F and 8°F below dew point for 8.5 
hours.39 Even at 14°F below dew point for 8.5 hours, observes Mumma, condensation beads “did 
not grow large enough to release one drop of water.”40  Because there is no reason to reduce 
panel area (since they are already installed), it is possible to bring the target mean panel 
temperature up to within 4°F of the ambient target temperature and still achieve cooling. 
Acceptable comfort could be provided on average days (not design conditions which only occur 
1% of the time) with mean panel temperature as high as 70°F. With an average high dewpoint 
temperature of 66°F in late July (Fig. 25), condensation issues could be avoided in most low 
occupancy areas, e.g. individual offices, for the majority of cooling hours.  
The system described could provide enough cooling most of the time to allow acceptable comfort 
levels in most offices. Supplemental cooling and dehumidification could be supplied through the 
selective use of portable air conditioning units (discussed below) so that all window AC units 
could be removed and window and air sealing measures could be implemented. If air sealing 
recommendations are implemented, air infiltration could be low enough that this possible 
solution could be tried at a fairly low cost allowing the Energy Engineer and building operators 
and occupants to gain experience managing radiant panel cooling. However, this approach is 
not recommended without a reliable means in place to remove latent loads. We recommend that 
                                                        
38 (Mumma S. , 2001) 
39 (Mumma S. , 2001) 
40  (Mumma S. , 2001) 
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Figure 25: Cooling season average high and low dew points for Amherst, MA. Source: weatherspark.com 
VENTILATION SYSTEM HUMIDITY CONTROL 
Radiant cooling can remove sensible heat, but it must not remove latent heat (moisture). For a 
radiant cooling system to work properly, sensible and latent loads must be decoupled. The most 
common way to do this is to use a dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS). With a DOAS, the 
ventilation system provides fresh air at a rate that meets ASHRAE 90.1 standards and removes 
the latent load of the incoming air. Internal latent loads and considerable internal sensible loads 
are removed on the exhaust air. Typically enthalpy recovery is also incorporated into the DOAS. 
Holdsworth Hall has many of the necessary components in place. Once repaired, the ventilation 
system can provide sufficient outside air. In the next section the installation of a pump-assisted 
heat pipe heat recovery system based on heating season savings is recommended. This same 
system will also passively pre-cool the incoming air, but unlike an energy recovery ventilation, it 
will not transfer moisture. 
Humidity control can be gained by adding a dehumidification coil to the supply air stream. 
Because of the low temperatures required on a dehumidification coil and the energy cost of 
reheating the air to a standard temperature of 55°F, dehumidification systems have a relatively 
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low coefficient of performance (COP) averaging around 0.8. However, by using wrap-around 
heat exchangers to pre-cool and reheat the air, the COP can be dramatically improved to 3.08.41 
These COP estimates include the added fan and motor energy necessary to overcome the 
pressure drop due to the added friction from heat exchanger and chiller coils. Two products are 
identified that can achieve this dehumidification enhancement (see Appendix 6). 
Operable windows do provide the opportunity for passive cooling and ventilation. A controller 
based on enthalpy differential could shut the cooling and dehumidification systems down 
prompting occupants to open windows. However, there is always some danger that open 
windows could remain open even when the system is operating. To mitigate the effect of air 
infiltration and the added heat and humidity it might bring in, the ventilation system should be 
operated to create positive pressure during the cooling season. This is easily accomplished by 
reducing the speed of the exhaust ventilation fans, a measure that might offer small additional 
electrical savings. 
Dehumidification does add  to electrical operating cost. Using the TMY file for Chicopee, the 
annual latent load on outside air at a ventilation rate of 0.5 CFM/ft2 for Holdsworth Hall is 
448.317 MMBtu. Removing this latent energy with a standard dehumidification package would 
use 16,423.60 kWh/yr. However, with heat exchange enhanced dehumidification, it would use 
only 4265.87 kWh/yr. 
SYSTEM COMPARISONS AND COSTS 
Despite the added energy cost of dehumidification ventilation and hydronic pumping, the 
CRCP/DOAS system will still cost less to operate than the current Window ACs.  
 
 Std. DX HX-DX Current 
DX COP 0.80 3.08  
DX energy (kWh) 16423.60 4265.87  
DX energy cost  $1,248.19  $324.21  
CRCP Pumping (kWh) 3550.00 3550.00  
CRCP Pumping costs  $269.80   $269.80   
Total (kWh) 19973.60 7815.87 27180.00 
Total Costs  $1,517.99  $549.01  $2,065.68 
Savings  $547.69  $1,471.67 N/A 
 
Figure 26: Energy and operating cost comparison for CRCP/DOAS system 
                                                        
41 (Kosar, 2006) 
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Even the less efficient standard dehumidification system still provides annual operating savings 
above the current system. This also represents a significant service improvement as comfort is 
delivered to the entire building and not only to the offices that have window ACs installed. It is 
important to remember that the proper comparison on operating costs is not between the 
current window ACs operating cost, but the annual cost of the window ACs due to air leakage 
during the heating season plus the operating cost. 
Beyond these direct savings, a solution that removes the window ACs enables other measures 
including interior window panels and improved daylighting.  Last, but not least, the aesthetic 
and noise reduction benefits should also be considered in favor of the CRCP/DOAS solution. 
LIGHTING 
A large portion of the exterior wall area of Holdsworth Hall is glazed. This is more than adequate 
to provide daylight harvesting opportunities in all areas except hallways. As building occupants, 
based on our subjective experience, we believe that at almost any time during daylight hours, 
illumination levels from daylight are sufficient for almost all activities typically undertaken in 
Holdsworth except the most detailed tasks.  However, we also noticed that in most spaces 
electric overhead lights are usually on regardless of available daylighting.  Improved lighting 
design and controls could also enable supplemental electric lighting to be used more efficiently. 
For each of the basic space categories there may be different reasons for the general failure to 
harvest daylight and realize energy savings. 
OFFICES  
The majority of the office spaces are on the east side of the building. The large windows on this 
side allow considerable morning insolation and daylight. There are very few hours during 
regular occupied hours for which there is insufficient light from the window alone, but there are 
some morning hours when light levels are too high and may be experienced as uncomfortable. 
We confirmed this empirically through measurement in a sample of offices and through 
computer simulation. 
To determine the levels of illumination available in offices we used HOBO dataloggers placed at 
head-height on interior walls in offices to record illuminance levels over a two-week period in 
early March. Using data only from weekends and holiday days, when occupants were unlikely to 
be in the office and turn on the electric lights, illuminance averaged 655 Lux and ranged from a 
high of 3.8 kLux between 7:00 and 8:00 AM to a low of 43.1 Lux between 5:00 and 6:00 PM. 
Keep in mind that these were rooms in which we did not control the position of the blinds, so 
most windows were at least partially obscured. 
We also made manual measurements using a Cal-Light 400L Calibrated Precision Lightmeter 
on the desk surface in Dr. Weil’s office (Room 115), where we could assure control of the 
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operation of the blinds and the lights. These ranged from 2.4 to 0.1 kLux between the hours of 
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM. 
We also performed a daylighting analysis of a modeled office (again using Room 115 due to ease 
of access). As the two simulations below illustrate (Figs.27 & 28), desk surfaced remain above 
300 lux and floor areas remain above 150 Lux even on the darkest day of the year at noon, when 
direct insolation is no longer available. For reference, the OSHA standard is 500 to 1000 Lux for 
desk task lighting (depending on task type) and 322 Lux for general office illumination. For 
most offices, then there is almost always sufficient light for area illumination and supplemental 
task lighting is required only rarely. 
Figure 27: Daylighting simulation June 21 Noon 
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Figure 28: Daylighting simulation December 21 Noon 
So how much do office occupants in Holdsworth Hall make use of daylighting and keep the 
overhead lights off? According to the survey (see Addendum 1), 59% of office occupants use 
daylighting exclusively. Because of the many challenges associated with self-reported surveys, 
this information does not allow an accurate estimate of the amount of time during daylight 
hours that overhead lights are on in what percentage of the offices.  
To derive an empirical estimate with minimized bias, we conducted a direct observation survey 
during hours of bright daylight. This consisted of a series (n=11) of randomly timed complete 
walks through each corridor of Holdsworth Hall in which we simply counted the number of 
offices with glazed transoms or doors that had overhead lights visibly on. These walks occurred 
between 10:00 AM and 3:00 PM during the months of March and April 2012 when daylight was 
subjectively bright. Not all offices have glazed doors or transoms, so this is a sample (n= 38) of 
the total population of offices (n=53). While not a truly random sample, we expect it to be 
random with regard to occupant characteristics. We found that on average 70.33% (95% CI 
[64.48%, 76.19%]) of the offices have overhead lights on during periods of daylight availability. 
The overhead lighting is almost evenly split between offices with four 32-watt T8 fluorescent 
tubes and those with eight of the same T8 tubes, for an average office lighting power density of 
0.87 W/ft2. The 30% of offices that keep their lights off during daylight availability save 7,364.9 
kWh or $559.73 per year.  Keeping the other 70% of office lights off during daylight availability 
could save as much as 17,184.8 kWh or $1,306.04 annually. 
In order to recommend a solution that will capture these savings we need to understand why the 
lights are on despite the available sunlight. At least in the offices on the east side, we have 
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observed a behavioral pattern that underlies the current lighting usage. When the occupants 
enter the office in the morning, sun streams into the office, often at a very high luminance. More 
importantly the light enters at a shallow angle so that most offices experience an uncomfortable 
level of glare. As the simulation below shows (Fig. 29), the period of high glare potential is very 
significant and lasts throughout the morning in the winter due to the low sun angle, but is a 
factor even in the summer (when the sun angle is higher) until 10:00 am. In addition to the 
glare and uncomfortable brightness in the offices, the high level of insolation can cause the 
offices to overheat even in winter. The second simulation below shows the strong relationship 
between sunlight penetration in an office on the third floor and the rise in temperature even 
above the already high thermostat setting (Fig.30).   
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Figure 29: Sunlight intensity and overheating in a third floor office 
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Figure 30: Sunlight intensity and overheating in a third floor office 
The natural reaction of the occupant to both the glare and the overheating is to close the blinds 
(many also open a window to reduce the temperature). This blocks most of the natural daylight 
requiring the occupant to turn on the overhead lights. The occupant then becomes immersed in 
work and does not open or adjust the blinds even after the period of potential visual discomfort 
has passed and the sun has moved across the sky. With the blinds closed or mostly closed 
throughout the day, these offices do not have sufficient daylight to keep the overhead lights off. 
Observations made from the outside on the eastern side of the building confirm this binary 
blinds-slat-position pattern. 
There are several potential solutions for this problem. While it is possible to design effective 
exterior shades (see discussion under Possible Interventions: Shading Device), they would be 
expensive to install and maintain, would likely insult the aesthetic design of the building, and 
result in increased heating costs due to reduced solar gains. The existing interior venetian blinds 
can be adjusted so that soft area light without glare is provided all day. The key is not to close 
the blinds all the way, but to angle the slats so that direct sunlight is bounced up onto the ceiling. 
For example, in an east-facing office the slats are angled at approximately 45° above horizontal 
at 8:00 AM on a winter day, then changing to full horizontal by 11:00 AM. After Noon, the 
blinds are raised entirely. Motorized glare reduction interior shading systems are available, but 
are expensive and prone to mechanical failure. The simplest and least expensive solution is to 
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culture so that daylighting behaviors are more common. Providing this technical and behavioral 
orientation would be a useful role for the proposed departmental Eco-rep (see discussion under 
Sustainability Beyond On-Site Energy Consumption: Behavioral Chang/Green Office program). 
Without this behavioral intervention to reduce glare and consequently prevent the full closure of 
window blinds, daylight sensors in offices would not provide the anticipated savings. If the 
behavioral intervention is effective, daylight sensors will be unnecessary because occupants will 
control both lights and blinds as part of an overall daylight harvesting strategy and practice. 
It should be acknowledged that this solution would not significantly reduce the problem of 
overheating. However, the increased ventilation rate coupled with heat recovery ventilation and 
accurate thermostats recommended in this report would help offices maintain comfortable 
temperatures while capturing and redistributing more of the passive solar gains. 
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING DESIGN 
Inevitably there will be times when even the best daylight harvesting practices do not yield 
sufficient illuminance levels for certain tasks. Office occupants working in the evenings or on 
overcast days require supplemental lighting on work surfaces and also to maintain a pleasant 
and welcoming aesthetic environment. The current arrangement of overhead lighting 
accomplishes the former, but fails to address the latter. A general principle of lighting design is 
to light what needs to be lit at the appropriate illuminance and not to over-light what does not 
need to be over-lit. Contrast and depth are the keys to good lighting design. A general rule-of-
thumb is that area, accent, and task lighting illuminance levels should be in a ratio of 1:3:10. In 
the offices, the overhead lights produce a fairly even light level over the entire space. It is not 
necessary to light the far corners of an office to 1 kLux in order to light the desk surface to that 
level, but the current lighting scheme forces the office occupant to choose between over-lighting 
and under-lighting if the occupant wants some additional light. The provision of an energy 
efficient (LED or CFL) desk lamp can allow the level of area lighting to be dropped dramatically 
without reducing work surface illumination. To add visual depth, additional light, and a warmer, 
more “designed” feel to the offices, low powered accent lighting can contribute to a lighting 
scheme that improves the work environment while significantly reducing the lighting power 
density of the offices. 
To test the acceptability of the light levels under this more aggressive lighting scheme, we 
removed all but one of the 32 W fluorescent tubes in an office (again Room 115), added a desk 
lamp with a 14 W CFL bulb, and blacked-out the windows. This changed the office lighting 
power from 128 W to 46 W (adding two 4 W LED accent lights would bring the total power up to 
54 W).  The illuminance levels can be seen in the false color image of the office under these 
conditions (Fig. 31). Except at the very far edge of the desk, nowhere in the room do the light 
levels fall below the OSHA-recommended levels for the different activity categories. 
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Figure 31: Illuminance levels in an office lit with only one fluorescent tube and one desk lamp 
Changing all of the offices wholesale to a similar lighting scheme would result in an average 
lighting power density of 0.3 W/ft2. Assuming no behavior change with regard to lighting, this 
would save 8,745 to 10,791 kWh ($664.62 to $820.12). This does not include the maintenance 
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savings associated with reducing the total number of fluorescent tubes by 75%. A less aggressive, 
less-designed, approach could simply involve delamping half of the overhead fixtures and 
offering an LED (11 W) or CFL desk-lamp (14W).  This would also result in significant annual 
savings ($1,049.48 or 13,809 kWh). This lighting scheme was accomplished in Room 115 at a 
cost less than $20.  
Realistically, no behavior change program will achieve 100% participation, and each office 
occupant has different personal comfort ranges regarding lighting levels. We recommend, 
therefore, a two-track approach. A building Eco-Rep should provide education and incentives to 
adjust blinds and maximize daylight harvesting, but should also be able to enroll faculty and 
staff in a lighting re-design program. Perhaps operated under the Green Offices program, a set 
of template lighting designs and a budget for providing desk lamps, de-lamping, and installing 
an alternate fixtures could be made available. Assuming evenly distributed participation in each 
of these options, office lighting interventions could result in annual savings of 12,013 kWh 
($912.98). 
CLASSROOMS 
Classroom lighting must accomplish several goals simultaneously. Students must be able to see 
their own notes, projected images on a screen, and writing on a chalkboard at the front of the 
class. For some teaching styles, lighting should direct attention to the lecturer and projected 
material, while others may prefer that students are able to work in groups and lighting should 
allow students to engage with each other without encountering visual discomfort from glare. 
Daylight may be sufficient for all of these needs toward the window side of the room (in 
Holdsworth, all of the classrooms are on the west side), but may be inadequate towards the 
interior. According to the online survey, 20% of classroom users usually use daylighting 
exclusively and another 24% use daylighting sometimes. A total of 57% of users rarely or never 
use daylighting. Most, but not all, of the teaching spaces have separate controls for banks of 
lights. Training and awareness about selective use of lighting banks and adjustment of blinds for 
teaching assistants and instructors could increase the portion of teaching time that uses daylight 
harvesting. Because of the already good habits and the potential level of additional participation 
that could be effected through low-cost training and awareness efforts, we do not think that any 
automated daylighting-related controls are warranted. 
It may be worthwhile to install occupancy sensors. Though we did not record the phenomenon 
systematically, members of the team who have come to the building at night, early morning, or 
on weekends, have noticed that many classroom lights are on when the rooms are unoccupied. 
We cannot offer robust savings estimates since we do not know how often this is the case, but 
preventing the lights from being left on inadvertently is an inherently good idea, so we are 
providing an estimate that is based on our best guess. Behavior improvements and occupancy 
sensors should each result in reductions of about 3,000 kWh or about $240.00 per year. 
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HALLWAYS 
The hallways are the only areas of the building that cannot be expected to benefit from daylight 
harvesting. However, the current system control system (a manual switch) leaves these areas lit 
during unoccupied hours. To evaluate this problem we placed light sensing dataloggers in each 
of the six hallways for two weeks in February. Hallway lights were on during unoccupied hours 
28.9% (±9.6%) of the time. We do not think that it is reasonable to expect training of the 
janitorial staff to reduce this percentage. They have many tasks to accomplish during a limited 
period of time at night and on weekends, and despite best intentions are not likely to return to 
an area they have already cleaned in order to turn off lights. Instead we recommend, occupancy 
sensors, which, if properly programmed, located and aimed, could eliminate unnecessary 
hallway lighting with virtually no impact on building users. Compared to current practice, this 
measure could save approximately 3,664 kWh (95% CI [2447, 4881 kWh]) or $272.46 (95% CI 
[$185.97, $370.95] annually. This does not include savings from occupied hours when no one is 
in a given hallway. 
STAIRWELLS 
Stairwells are well lit by window light and generally are not required to be brightly lit even when 
daylight is not available. We evaluated the usage patterns and daylight availability in the 
stairwells using multiple light-sensing dataloggers during a two-week period in February. One 
key finding is that even on the cloudiest day there is always sufficient light during daylight 
hours. At no time during the day, when the electric lights were not on, did the illumination level 
fall below the night-time illumination level when the electric lights were on. Secondly, we found 
that lights are on 76.75 percent the time. In particular, lights are on during 64.2% of daylight 
hours and 86.6% of unoccupied hours. This translates to 8,281.8 unnecessary hours of lighting 
per year, at a cost of 11,661 kWh or $886.24 per year. These unnecessary lighting costs could be 
mostly eliminated through the replacement of light switches with daylight/occupancy sensors. 
TOTAL SAVINGS FROM LIGHTING INTERVENTIONS 
Most of the space categories are used by most of the building occupants so behavioral 
interventions can be expected to affect multiple spaces. The recommended controls are similar 
in nature and should be purchased and installed as part of an overall retrofit project. A median 












Figure 32: Lighting savings with possible with proposed measures. 
HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATION INTERVENTION 
To safely accomplish any of the recommended envelope measures (air sealing, window panels, 
wall insulation) or radiant cooling, it is essential that the ventilation system be repaired and 
supply fresh air to code (0.5 cfm/ft2). However, doing so would dramatically increase heat loss 
related to ventilation. Therefore, repair and modernization of the ventilation system must 
include heat recovery. The conventional approach to heat recovery (or enthalpy recovery) 
ventilation requires that supply and exhaust air streams cross each other in counterflow or 
crossflow arrangements. This is not possible in Holdsworth Hall because the supply air is drawn 
in through the central penthouse, while the exhaust air is expelled through an entirely separate 
system through the north and south penthouses. One of the benefits of the current system is that 
the complete separation of air streams reduces chances of cross-contamination—a significant 
benefit in a building that includes laboratory space. Fortunately, it is also possible to recover 
sensible heat from the exhaust air stream using heat pipes. Unlike pumped glycol-filled loops 
with a maximum effectiveness of about 34%, heat pipes use the phase change characteristics of 
the refrigerant working fluid to achieve heat transfer effectiveness closer to 55%. Because of the 
distance from the flanking penthouses to the central penthouse, a pump-assisted heat pipe 
system may be necessary. The pressure drop related to the resistance of the heat exchanger coils 
and the additional pumping related to moving the working fluid results in some electrical energy 
penalty, but the heating savings are very significant. 
Considering only the heating operations (cooling savings are small for this heat pipe 
arrangement, and are dealt with in the cooling section of this report), this HRV system would 
provide 414.35 MMBtu in energy savings while creating only about 6,905 kWh in electrical 
penalty for a total heating only savings of $4,848 annually.  
 Low Medium High 
 kWh $ kWh $ kWh $ 
Behavior 8593  $653.03  14389  $1,093.55  20185  $1,534.06  
Lighting 
design 8745  $664.62  11277  $857.05  13809  $1,049.48  
Controls 15608  $1,186.21  17575  $1,335.70  19542  $1,485.19  
TOTAL 32946  $2,503.86  43241  $3,286.30  53536  $4,068.74  
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However, it is vital to consider the HRV as part of the total bundle of measures we recommend, 
because they are functionally inextricable. The combined measures, including the HRV, offer a 
total savings of 3,819.85 MMBtu and a cost savings of $44,693 annually. This is an astonishing 
81% reduction in heating costs!  
Because the repair and modernization of the ventilation system that includes the HRV enables 
the radiant cooling system with DOAS, we can also report a total annual savings that includes 
cooling. The result is a savings of $49,554.81—a reduction of 63%.  
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COST / BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
The estimated cost of the just the energy savings interventions proposed in this report is 
approximately $625,000. Using modeled energy costs for the typical model year, the anticipated 
annual energy savings are $49,555. The building would go from costing $78,191 per year 
(electricity and steam) to $27,923 per year, a 63% reduction.  This results in a simple payback 
period of 13 years. However, the removal of window air conditioners with their replacement and 
maintenance schedules also reduces non-energy operating costs. If these are considered, the 
simple payback period is 9 years. 
Simple payback is a useful rough decision guide, but a more realistic tool is net present value 
(NPV) analysis. For this analysis, we use a University of Massachusetts standard discount rate of 
7.2%42, an energy price escalation factor of 1%43, and assume cleaning and maintenance costs of 
$600 per year on the HRV coils. While this pushes back the break-even period to year 12, the 14-
year NPV of the investment would be $82,566, or an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) on 
investment of 10%. Any investment in Holdsworth Hall should modernize its functions to suit 
the 21st century and extend the useful life of the building by at least 50 years. From this 
perspective, thirty years is a medium-term investment period, and the thirty-year NPV would be 
$383,552 – a 13% IRR. 
The proposed investment 
should be considered in 
comparison to continuing the 
status quo. There is, of course, a 
cost of doing nothing. In fact, 
while there are many 
operational costs that will 
continue regardless of whether 
the proposed interventions are 
implemented, there are non-
energy costs associated with the 
current cooling system that 
would be eliminated with the 
proposed interventions. On 
average, six air conditioning 
units are replaced each year, and the entire fleet of the air conditioners must be serviced 
annually, at a total cost of about $20,766. The 10-year NPV of the status quo system is negative 
$144,513. While the NPV of the proposed energy efficiency measures is negative until the 
                                                        
42 Shane Conklin, personal communication with Zac Bloom, 2012. 
43 (Rushing, 2012) 
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eleventh year after investment, it is less negative than the NPV of the status quo by the eighth 
year (see Fig. 33). 
The most important justifications for pursuing the significant energy savings proposed have 
little to do with financial payback. The University has a commitment to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, and this project would contribute substantially toward that goal. The proposed 
package of measures reduces annual carbon dioxide emissions by 82%. Site Energy Usage 
Intensity (EUI) is a key metric for achieving LEED certification—another university goal. The 
proposed measures would reduce building site EUI from 115 kBtu/ft2 to 37 kBtu/ft2. 
There are other benefits that are less easily quantified, but are equally important. All of these 
measures will improve occupant comfort. Envelope improvements will allow a reduction in 
thermal radiant asymmetry (e.g., when the window and exterior wall are cold and the ceiling is 
hot) – a property more predictive of occupant comfort levels than air temperatures.44 
Renovating the ventilation system and better managing humidity will result in improved indoor 
air quality and improved occupant comfort. Removal of window air conditioning units, training 
on responsive adjustment of blinds, and lighting redesign can reduce glare discomfort and 
increase natural daylight exposure. Increased occupant comfort and improved indoor 
environmental quality can result in improved productivity.45 The proposed measures will 
improve the interior and exterior aesthetics, restoring the exterior lines to those of the original 
design and making the interior a more light-filled space with visual connection to the outside. 
Estimating the cost of these energy savings interventions is complicated by the fact that we 
cannot divorce the cost of installing the new materials and equipment from the cost of the 
required deferred maintenance on the building. Additionally, state building code will require 
that two accessible toilets and sinks be installed in the building because the total project budget 
will exceed $100,000. The complicated and costly procurement protocols of this public 
university mean that the cost estimates in this report could deviate significantly from the costs 
cited in this report, which are derived from estimates from potential suppliers and best guesses 
about labor and soft costs.  
The purpose of this energy analysis and building retrofit proposal is energy and carbon savings. 
While these are also significant financial savings, they cannot come close to paying for the real 
life cost of all the building’s deferred maintenance or building code requirements. This 
highlights a policy problem for the university. If reduced energy consumption is a goal, the 
energy saving renovations and retrofit projects must not be judged against total project costs, 
but only against the direct cost of energy efficiency measures. Even with this restricted view of 
energy saving measure costs, the simple payback period is not necessarily a good decision 
making tool. It may be more useful to compare the net present value of the measures against the 
net present value of continuing with the status quo. This should guide solutions towards 
                                                        
44 (Wang & all, 2009) 
45 (Singh, 2010) 
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removal of systems that require significant operating, maintenance, and replacement costs and 
should encourage more systemic packages of interventions. 
 




Total Cost, first Cost  $624,498 
Annual Energy Savings n/a $49,555 






Total Energy and 
Operational savings 
n/a $69,721 
Simple Payback in years n/a 8.96 
Net Present Value of 
Investment - Year: 
  
3 $(54,298) $(370,458) 
5 $(84,691) $(264,639) 
7 $(111,138) $(170,690) 
9 $(134,152) $(87,281) 
10 $(144,513) $(49,154) 
Avoided Costs- Year 10 
(energy price constant) 
 $286,363 
NPV - Year 15 $(186,769) $110,881 
Avoided Costs- Year 15 
(energy price constant) 
 $429,544 
NPV - Year 30 $(252,592) $383,552 
Avoided Costs- Year 30 
(energy price constant) 
 $1,486,644 
First Cost Cooling Systems 




Replacement Cost of 
Cooling Systems vs. 
cleaning HRV&DOAS 
$20,766 $600 
    
Site EUI (kBtu/ft2) 115 37 




Figure 34: Estimated Costs and Savings of Energy Efficiency Measures  
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Wall Insulation. Add 
dense-pack cellulose to 
exterior wall cavities 
n/a $54,996 n/a $5,582 
Custom Interior Wall 
Panels. Add double-
pane argon filled 
interior window panels. 
n/a $136,080 n/a $6,344 
Removing existing air 
conditioners and 
replacing glass panels. 
n/a TBD n/a $2,277 
Air Sealing of doors and 
penthouses. 
n/a $4,075 n/a $29,196 
New doors n/a $26,800 n/a  
Occupancy & daylight 
sensors 





n/a $44,400 n/a $18,391 
Radiant Cooling 
System: 
   $1,549 
Improved Ventilation $2,255,000 n/a   
Pump assisted heat 
pipe heat recovery 
system 
n/a $49,000   
Dehumidification coil to 
air supply. 
n/a $145,000   
Providing 2 accessible 
toilets and sinks b/c 
project is >$100,000 
  $400,000  
Providing 1 accessible 
water fountain b/c 
project is >$100,000 
    
Sub-totals   $462,591 $400,000 $49,811 
Soft costs (35%)   $161,907 $140,000   
Totals $2,255,000 $624,498 $540,000   
Grand Total $3,419,498  
 
Figure 35: Estimated Costs and Savings of Whole Project   
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CONCLUSION 
With moderate investment, Holdsworth Hall could be transformed dramatically from an 
inefficient building to one that performs as well as some of the best newly constructed buildings. 
None of the proposed measures is invasive or requires occupants to accept lower levels of 
comfort. Taken as a whole, these measures will improve the aesthetic and environmental quality 
of the building. Key lessons from the analysis and modeling include the non-linear impacts of 
energy saving measures and the interdependence of building energy systems—including positive 
feedbacks. To accomplish improvements in the thermal envelope to realize heating energy 
savings requires the removal of the existing window ACs and modernization of the ventilation 
system.  Additionally, the improved envelope and ventilation system enables the operation of an 
alternative cooling system that significantly reduces electrical consumption. Improved lighting 
design and daylight harvesting reduce cooling loads and reduces electricity consumption in two 
areas of consumption. Digital thermostat management allows improved operation in both 
cooling and heating modes, but allows deeper energy savings only if envelope measures are in 
place. 
The research underlying these proposals included computational modeling, occupant surveys, 
thermography, instrumented leakage testing, statistical analysis of logged sensor data, and 
detailed analysis of the original plans and the physical details of the building as it currently 
exists. Graduate students did much of this work as part of coursework for credit. Several of these 
graduate students did work far in excess of what would be expected in a two-credit course. In 
particular, Carl Fiocchi, devoted countless hours to building and refining the energy model that 
allows a high degree of confidence in the projected energy savings associated with the bundle of 
measures proposed. To hire a consulting engineering firm to do the same work could easily cost 
as much as a year’s worth of projected savings. UMass should implement this package of 
measures on Holdsworth to gain experience with some of the unique systems proposed and then 
implement similar measures in similar buildings across campus. 
Holdsworth is not unique. Similar interventions could be implemented in many of the existing 
buildings on campus, leading to a dramatic reduction in overall campus energy use. A 
transformation in energy consumption on the order suggested here would lead to a qualitative 
change in the energy profile of the campus. Electricity consumption changes illustrate this well. 
Currently the CHP generates 72% of annual campus electricity at a price of $0.045 per kWh: 
28% is purchased at a price of $0.12 per kWh. The blended rate of $0.076 is roughly the 
weighted average of the two. The package of measures recommended for Holdsworth is 
projected to reduce electricity consumption by 21%. By itself, this change will have no 
appreciable effect on the blended rate. However, if a significant number of buildings reduced 
electricity consumption by a similar proportion, the portion of off-campus purchased electricity 
would decline and the blended rate would drop accordingly. If electricity savings can shift per 
unit costs from a higher to a lower rate, financial savings could be disproportionately large for 
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electricity saving measures. For example, electrical savings at Holdsworth are projected to be 
63971.13 kWh, or about 21% of current usage, worth about $4,861.81. This decrease in usage 
means that proportionally only 7% of Holdsworth’s electrical usage would come from off-
campus purchase. At the hypothetical alternative blended rate of $0.052 per kWh, electrical 
savings would be worth  $10,780.66. Thus a 21% energy savings would gain a 46% financial 
savings. 
UMass exceeds the CHP’s generation capacity primarily in the summer due to air conditioner 
use. One of the largest moves the campus could make to reduce summertime electricity usage 
would be to shift buildings to some version of the radiant cooling with ventilation 
dehumidification solution proposed here. Several buildings already have radiant ceilings like 
those in Holdsworth and could be similarly adapted, but almost any drop ceiling can be quickly 
retrofitted with radiant cooling panels that simply replace existing acoustical panels.  As climate 
change progresses, the proliferation of window air conditioning units will only become worse 
unless an alternative solution is provided. 
As the campus grows, a worthwhile goal to maximize energy, carbon, and financial savings 
would be to purchase as little electricity as possible. From an energy point of view, the CHP is 
the heart of the campus, and the campus should strive to live within the capacity of the CHP, 
demanding no more heat and electricity than it can provide. Efficient radiant cooling, using 
ground water temperatures, and sending waste heat back to the CHP, can be part of an overall 
strategy to accomplish this. 
This is not an argument meant to only focus on electricity saving measures. The CRCP/DOAS 
system cannot work effectively in very leaky buildings, though the savings demonstrated from 
air sealing are primarily in heating. Thermal envelope and daylight harvesting measures may 
have primary savings in other categories, but reducing summertime heat gains increases the 
relative capacity of lower-energy cooling strategies. The understanding of the interlinked nature 
of these energy saving strategies, coupled with the potential to shift the campus energy profile to 
lower electricity prices, should motivate investment in whole-system strategies like the ones 
proposed in this report. 
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Results for survey: Holdsworth Building Occupant Survey
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This is a survey about lighting and thermal comfort in Holdsworth.  We are graduate students studying energy-use and
occupant comfort in Holdsworth.  Our goal is to understand how well the building is functioning and your input is crucial.  This
survey is anonymous and should take no more than five minutes.  Thank you for your participation.
Question 1
1.  Please tell us if you are:
 Faculty  30  60.00% 
 Staff  14  28.00% 
 Student  6  12.00% 
Question 2
2.  In a typical week during the academic year, how many hours do you spend in the building?
 10 or less  5  10.00% 
 11-30  5  10.00% 
 More than 30  40  80.00% 
Question 3
3.  In a typical week during the summer, how many hours do you spend in the building?
 10 or less  10  20.00% 
 11-30  18  36.00% 
 More than 30  22  44.00% 
Question 4*
Which classrooms do you use?
 I don't use any classrooms  17  19.32% 
 Room 105  16  18.18% 
 Room 203  9  10.23% 
 Room 202  3  3.41% 
 Room 301  5  5.68% 
 Room 302  6  6.82% 
 Room 305  11  12.50% 
 Room 306  5  5.68% 
 Room 308  12  13.64% 
 none of these  4  4.55% 
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The following questions are about your classroom(s) in Holdsworth:
Question 5
4. When you arrive at your classroom(s), what's the temperature like?
 Cold Cool Just right Warm Hot Responses Total
Fall/Spring 0% 4.55% 13.64% 54.55% 27.27% 22 50%
Winter 0% 9.09% 13.64% 45.45% 31.82% 22 50%
Question 6
5. When your classroom(s) is(are) hot, what do you do?  (Drag and drop the actions into the rank order in which you usually do them).
 1 2 3 4 5 Responses Total
Change the thermostat 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 5 10%
Open a window 33.33% 50.00% 11.11% 5.56% 0% 18 35%
Open a door 0% 20.00% 80.00% 0% 0% 5 10%
Shed layers (e.g. remove a jacket or sweater) 70.59% 17.65% 11.76% 0% 0% 17 33%
Nothing 0% 57.14% 28.57% 0% 14.29% 7 13%
Question 7
6. When your classroom(s) is(are) cold, what do you do?  (Drag and drop the actions in the rank order that you usually do them)
 1 2 3 4 Responses Total
Change the thermostat 66.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0% 6 20%
Turn on a space heater 0% 0% 0% 100.00% 1 3%
Add layers of clothing 75.00% 25.00% 0% 0% 12 40%
Nothing 45.45% 36.36% 18.18% 0% 11 37%
Question 8
7. Overall, does your thermal comfort in your classroom(s) enhance or interfere with your ability to get your work done? 
 Enhances  1  4.35% 
 Does not affect  9  39.13% 
 Interferes  13  56.52% 
Question 9
8. How constant is the temperature in your classroom(s)?
 Constant Somewhat constant Somewhat variable Highly variable Responses Total
17.39% 13.04% 56.52% 13.04% 23 100%
Question 10
9. How often do you feel drafts in your classroom(s)?
 Never Sometimes Often Very often Responses Total
43.48% 52.17% 4.35% 0% 23 100%
Question 11
10.  In the winter, are your head/feet/hands cold or hot?
 Cold Cool Just right Warm Hot Responses Total
Head 0% 15.00% 35.00% 30.00% 20.00% 20 33%
Feet 5.00% 20.00% 60.00% 15.00% 0% 20 33%
Hands 15.00% 15.00% 45.00% 25.00% 0% 20 33%
Question 12
11.  In the fall/spring, are your head/feet/hands cold or hot?
 Cold Cool Just right Warm Hot Responses Total
Head 0% 0% 60.00% 30.00% 10.00% 20 33%
Feet 0% 5.00% 70.00% 25.00% 0% 20 33%
Hands 5.00% 5.00% 60.00% 30.00% 0% 20 33%
Question 13
12. Which of the following do you personally adjust or control in your classroom(s)? (Check all that apply)
 Window blinds or shades  18  26.47% 
 Operable window  21  30.88% 
 Thermostat  6  8.82% 
 Portable heater  0  0.00% 
 Room air-conditioning unit  4  5.88% 
 Portable fan  4  5.88% 
 Door to hallway  13  19.12% 
 Door to exterior  2  2.94% 
 Other  0  0.00% 
Question 14
13. Please indicate how frequently you experience air quality issues your classroom(s)?
 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always Responses Total
Stuffiness 25.00% 25.00% 20.00% 30.00% 0% 20 33%
Smells 20.00% 55.00% 20.00% 5.00% 0% 20 33%
Stale air 20.00% 35.00% 25.00% 20.00% 0% 20 33%
Question 15
14. Overall, does the air quality in your classroom(s) enhance or interfere with your ability to get work done?
 Enhances  1  5.00% 
 Does not affect  15  75.00% 
 Interferes  4  20.00% 
Question 16
15. How would you characterize the amount of light in your classrooms(s)?
 Too much  4  20.00% 
 Just right  13  65.00% 
 Not enough  3  15.00% 
Question 17
15a. Please rate your satisfaction with the qualtiy of light and the general visual experience of your classroom(s).
 Very Satisfied  1  4.76% 
 Satisfied  6  28.57% 
 Neutral  11  52.38% 
 Dissatisfied  3  14.29% 
 Very Dissatisfied  0  0.00% 
Question 18
16. Except when the room is deliberately darkened (e.g., when using a projector), do you ever use only daylighting in your classroom(s)?
(no electric lights at all).
 Always  0  0.00% 
 Usually  4  19.05% 
 Sometimes  5  23.81% 
 Rarely  8  38.10% 
 Never  4  19.05% 
Question 19
16a. For times when you chose to have the electric lights on in your classroom, please rate the reasons you do so. (The more stars, the
more important the reason is to you).
 1 2 3 4 5 Responses Total
Window light has too much glare 28.57% 21.43% 14.29% 21.43% 14.29% 14 38
Window light is insufficient to light the classrooms 16.67% 16.67% 5.56% 33.33% 27.78% 18 61
Leaving the shades up makes the classrooms too hot 28.57% 28.57% 28.57% 7.14% 7.14% 14 33
The view is distracting 80.00% 10.00% 0% 10.00% 0% 10 14
Are there other reasons not listed here?
The shades are already down and appear to be intentionally left that way.
As a student I don't feel empowered to control the lighting.
interior lighting bank used to supplement when shades partly drawn
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On the next page are questions about your office.
Question 20
This survey is anonymous, however, providing your office number will enhance our understanding of the survey results. Will you provide
your office number?
 I don't have an office in Holdsworth.  4  11.11% 
 No I prefer to remain anonymous.  3  8.33% 













18. Which of the following do you personally controll in your office (check all that apply)?
 Window blinds or shades  22  16.79% 
 operable window  21  16.03% 
 thermostat  20  15.27% 
 portable heater  10  7.63% 
 room air-conditioning unit  20  15.27% 
 portable fan  14  10.69% 
 door to hallway  23  17.56% 
 door to exterior  1  0.76% 
 none of the above  0  0.00% 
Question 22
19. When you arrive at your office, what's the temperature like?
 Cold Cool Just Right Warm Hot Responses Total
Summer 0% 0% 3.45% 41.38% 55.17% 29 32%
Fall/Spring 0% 16.67% 56.67% 16.67% 10.00% 30 33%
Winter 25.00% 43.75% 9.38% 12.50% 9.38% 32 35%
Question 23
20. When your office is hot, what do you do? (Drag and drop actions into the order in which you would usually do them)
 1 2 3 4 5 Responses Total
Change the thermostat 55.56% 33.33% 11.11% 0% 0% 9 13%
Open a window 47.83% 26.09% 21.74% 4.35% 0% 23 34%
Open a door 6.67% 40.00% 40.00% 13.33% 0% 15 22%
Shed layers 42.11% 31.58% 15.79% 10.53% 0% 19 28%
Nothing 0% 50.00% 0% 0% 50.00% 2 3%
Question 24
21. When your office is cold, what do you do? (Drag and drop actions into the order in which you would usually do them)
 1 2 3 4 Responses Total
Change the thermostat 57.14% 28.57% 14.29% 0% 14 28%
Turn on a space heater 20.00% 60.00% 20.00% 0% 10 20%
Add layers of clothing 65.22% 26.09% 8.70% 0% 23 46%
Nothing 0% 66.67% 0% 33.33% 3 6%
Question 25
22. How constant is the temperature in your office?
 Constant Somewhat constant Variable Highly variable Responses Total
9.38% 18.75% 40.63% 31.25% 32 100%
Question 26
23. In the winter, are your head/feet/hands cold or hot?
 Cold Cool Just Right Warm Hot Responses Total
Head 13.33% 23.33% 50.00% 10.00% 3.33% 30 33%
Feet 32.26% 19.35% 45.16% 3.23% 0% 31 34%
Hands 29.03% 35.48% 32.26% 3.23% 0% 31 34%
Question 27
24. In the summer, are your head/feet/hands cold or hot?
 Cold Cool Just Right Warm Hot Responses Total
Head 0% 3.45% 17.24% 37.93% 41.38% 29 33%
Feet 0% 0% 34.48% 37.93% 27.59% 29 33%
Hands 0% 0% 37.93% 37.93% 24.14% 29 33%
Question 28
25. In the fall/spring, are your head/feet/hands cold or hot?
 Cold Cool Just Right Warm Hot Responses Total
Head 0% 7.41% 74.07% 18.52% 0% 27 33%
Feet 3.70% 11.11% 81.48% 3.70% 0% 27 33%
Hands 3.70% 11.11% 85.19% 0% 0% 27 33%
Question 29
26. Overall, does your thermal comfort in your office enhance or interfere with your ability to get your work done?
 Enhances  2  6.25% 
 Interferes  18  56.25% 
 N/A  12  37.50% 
Question 30
27. How often do you feel drafts in your office?
 Never  6  19.35% 
 Sometimes  13  41.94% 
 Often  6  19.35% 
 Very often  6  19.35% 
Question 31
28. Please indicate how frequently you experience air quality issues in your office.
 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always Responses Total
Stuffiness 26.67% 40.00% 26.67% 6.67% 0% 30 33%
Smells 22.58% 48.39% 22.58% 6.45% 0% 31 34%
Stale Air 26.67% 36.67% 30.00% 6.67% 0% 30 33%
Question 32
29. Overall, does the air quality in your office enhance or interfere with your ability to get your work done?
 Enhances  2  6.25% 
 Does not affect  27  84.38% 
 Interferes  3  9.38% 
Question 33
30. Check all the appliances that you have in your office and how often they are used:
 Never or N/A Rarely Sometimes Often Always Responses Total
Task Lighting 43.33% 20.00% 13.33% 16.67% 6.67% 30 13%
Desktop Computer 22.58% 0% 3.23% 3.23% 70.97% 31 13%
Laptop Computer 20.00% 16.67% 23.33% 16.67% 23.33% 30 13%
Printer 0% 6.45% 22.58% 38.71% 32.26% 31 13%
Mini-refrigerator 68.97% 0% 6.90% 3.45% 20.69% 29 12%
Cell phone charger 46.43% 32.14% 10.71% 3.57% 7.14% 28 12%
Space Heater 58.62% 13.79% 24.14% 3.45% 0% 29 12%
Coffee or hot water pot 68.97% 6.90% 13.79% 6.90% 3.45% 29 12%
Question 34
31. Do you unplug or power off these devices when you are not in your office?
 Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always Responses Total
Task Lighting 14.81% 0% 0% 0% 85.19% 27 25%
Desktop Computer 22.22% 0% 0% 14.81% 62.96% 27 25%
Laptop Computer 12.00% 4.00% 0% 4.00% 80.00% 25 23%
Printer 32.26% 9.68% 6.45% 16.13% 35.48% 31 28%
Question 35
32. Which of the following controls do you have over the lighting in your office? (check all that appply)
 Light switch  29  39.19% 
 Window blinds & shades  28  37.84% 
 Task light  17  22.97% 
 None of the above  0  0.00% 
Question 36
33. How satisfied are you with the amount of light in your office?
 Very satisfied  11  34.38% 
 Satisfied  18  56.25% 
 Not satisfied  2  6.25% 
 Dissatisfied  1  3.13% 
Question 37
34. How satisfied are you with the visual comfort of the lighting in your office? (glare, reflections, contrast)
 Very satisfied  7  21.88% 
 Satisfied  17  53.13% 
 Not satisfied  7  21.88% 
 Dissatisfied  1  3.13% 
Question 38
35. Do you ever use only daylighting in your office? (no electric lights at all)
 Yes  19  59.38% 
 No because of glare  5  15.63% 
 No because daylight does not provide enough light  8  25.00% 
 No because the view is distracting  0  0.00% 
 I don't know  0  0.00% 
Any other reasons not to use daylighting that we have not listed?
I like working in the "dark"
Only get late evening sunlight
Others in the same room would be affected and may not be able to work under those conditions.
no window
only in the summer if it is extremely hot and AC not cutting it
Question 39
36. Overall, does the lighting quality in your office enhance or interfere with your ability to get your work done?
 Enhances  9  28.13% 
 Does not affect  19  59.38% 
 Interferes  4  12.50% 
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Question 40
38. Do you use the lounge on the ground floor of Holdsworth?
 Yes  6  17.14% 
 No  29  82.86% 
Question 41






Lighting was different (i.e. task lighting, control over amount of daylight in
the room)
7.69% 92.31% 0% 26 20%
Seating was different (i.e. different arrangement, different furniture) 40.74% 59.26% 0% 27 21%
More seating 30.77% 65.38% 3.85% 26 20%
Acoustics were different (i.e. space were quieter) 26.92% 73.08% 0% 26 20%
Temperatures were different 19.23% 80.77% 0% 26 20%
Other, please explain
never have or would use
This does not apply to me. It's a STUDENT Lounge.
I think of the space as most important for students. As faculty, I don't want to intrude.
Question 42
40. If you have other ideas to improve Holdsworth, please share here:
Text Answers (12)
One thing you did not address was noise. Noise more than anything, including temperature and lighting, affects my ability to work and makes my office
often an uncomfortable place to be. I sometimes work at home or leave the office early to get relief from the noise that comes from within and outside
of the building. Thanks for conducting this survey; well done.
fix thermostats so they work
You did not ask about SUMMER classroom use. I have new student orientations in Room 302, and it is oppressively hot and stuffy. Lack of air
circulation has a definite negative impact on the students and the transfer of information.
Cross ventilation in the summer - if there was greater air flow I would rarely want to use an air conditioner in my office or lab space.
The heat in my office, especially in winter, is almost always too high
Re-plant trees on east side of building to shade massive number of windows in summer. Trees died and were not replaced. Passive solar design plan
not being used as originally intended which we then have to use our AC units on high all summer.
Have a 4 day work week. Allow a 1 day a week work at home day. It would save on electricity and gas. Close the building the day after Thanksgiving or
work at home. The university is considered "open" and rarely has enough people on campus to get anything done. Room 130 thermostat doesn't work.
It has been checked by physical plant and nothing seems to be getting done.
Seal the envelope!
double glazing, weatherstripping, glass coating are low hanging --- central air, better heat distribution system bigger but important items
Heat is highly variable by floor, making it hard to dress for a day of work: I freeze in my office and then roast during meetings upstairs.
Although retired, I still use lab space in the building. I tried to answer this survey based on more than 30 years use of the spaces. Failure to include labs
and seminar (meeting) rooms in the survey is major shortcoming (along with several questions that did not "work"). Having said all that, the
questionnaire as a whole is rather irrelevant to the experience I had in the department since 1978. I mostly worked/taught in the woods; esp. in the
summer. Lack of air conditioning in any of the lab/office/classroom spaces would be a problem in the summer if I used any of them then. As a field-
based educator/researcher in forestry, why would I be in Holdsworth Hall in the summer?! Why would most people/students in the department be there
in the summer?! We have never taught regular classes there in the summer. That was the attitude of the 1950's faculty (that "natural resources"
students/faculty should be outside) and is one reason (besides the age in which the building was constructed) why no one cared about what the
summer "interior" environment was. The fact that some staff have to be there in the summer was dealt with in the 1970's. (individual room/space air
conditioning. I'll not spare the original designers of the building of one suggestion, however - Who in their right mind would put heating in a ceiling!!
Sorry about the long response, but I have more "history" in the building than anyone else currently there. For better or worse, the building environment
has not changed a lot. And to change it much would be extremely expensive. Money would be better spent on faculty/grad student positions and
spaces for indoor work (in the winter). The survey also did not address what I consdier the most important teaching/research spce the department
occupies - the University forests, but I realize that is not the goal of this survey. Bill Patterson






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Category 1:  Education and Research (ER)






ERCredit4 SustainabilityCourseIdentification 1   
ERCredit5 SustainabilityFocusedAcademicCourses 6   
ERCredit6 SustainabilityRelatedAcademicCourses 6   
ERCredit7 SustainabilityCoursesbyAcademicDepartment 3   
ERCredit8 AcademicSustainabilityCoursesbyStudentCreditHours 6   
ERCredit9 SustainabilityFocusedUndergraduateAcademicProgram 2   
ERCredit10 SustainabilityGraduationRequirement 5   
ERCredit11 SustainabilityFocusedGraduateAcademicProgram* 2   
ERCredit12 SustainabilityStudyAbroadProgram* 1   
ERCredit13 NonCreditSustainabilityCourses* 3   
ERCredit14 SustainabilityFocusedNonAcademicCertificateProgram* 2   
ERCredit15 CurricularEngagement 1   
ERCredit16 SustainabilityLiteracyAssessment 2














    

16
Category 2:  Operations (OP) 
CreditNumber CreditTitle PossiblePoints Y ? N
Prerequisite1 RecyclingProgram 0   
Buildings
OPCredit1 NewConstruction,Renovations,andCommercialInteriors* 4   
OPCredit2 BuildingOperationsandMaintenance 5   
OPCredit3 PotableNonIrrigationWaterConsumptionReduction 3   
OPCredit4 GreenCleaningService 1   
Dining Services
OPCredit5 LocalFood* 3   
OPCredit6 FoodAllianceandOrganicCertifiedFood* 3   
OPCredit7 FairTradeCoffee* 1   
Energy and Climate 
OPCredit8 EnergyIntensityTrend 3   
OPCredit9 RenewableElectricity 5   
OPCredit10 OnSiteCombustionwithRenewableFuel 3   
OPCredit11 GreenhouseGasEmissionsReductions 5   
Grounds
OPCredit12 OrganicCampus* 1   
OPCredit13 IrrigationWaterConsumption* 2   
Materials, Recycling, and Waste Minimization 
OPCredit14 WasteMinimization 1   
OPCredit15 WasteDiversion 3   
OPCredit16 ConstructionandDemolitionWasteDiversion 1   
OPCredit17 ElectronicWasteRecyclingProgram 1   
OPCredit18 HazardousWasteMinimization 1   
Purchasing
OPCredit19 ENERGYSTARPurchasing 1   
OPCredit20 EPEATPurchasing 1   
OPCredit21 PurchasingGreenCleaningProducts 1   
OPCredit22 EnvironmentallyPreferablePaperPurchasing 1   
OPCredit23 EnvironmentallyPreferableFurniturePurchasing 1   
OPCredit24 VendorCodeofConduct 1   
Transportation
OPCredit25 FleetGreenhouseGasEmissions 2   
OPCredit26 CommuteModalSplit 3   
OPCredit27 CommuterOptions 1   
OPCredit28 AirTravel 1   
 TotalPossible 61   
*Creditincludesanapplicabilitystandard
    

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Prerequisite1 SustainabilityCommittee 0   
Investment 
AFCredit1 InvestmentTransparency* 1   
AFCredit2 CommitteeonInvestorResponsibility* 1   
AFCredit3 ScreeningforNegativeInvestments* 1   
AFCredit4 PositiveSustainabilityInvestments* 4   
AFCredit5 ShareholderEngagement* 1   
Planning
AFCredit6 StrategicPlan 1   
AFCredit7 MasterPlan 1   
AFCredit8 SustainabilityPlan 1   
AFCredit9 ClimatePlan 1   
Sustainability Infrastructure 
AFCredit10 SustainabilityOfficer 3   
AFCredit11 SustainabilityRecognitionProgram 1   
AFCredit12 InterCampusCollaborationonSustainability 1   
Community Relations and Partnerships 
AFCredit13 CommunityServiceInfrastructure 1   
AFCredit14 StudentParticipationinCommunityService 3   
AFCredit15 StudentHoursContributedinCommunityService 3   
AFCredit16 FinancialIncentivesforPublicServiceCareers* 3   
AFCredit17 Outreach&PartnershipsCarnegieDesignation 1   
AFCredit18 PublicPolicyEngagement 1   
Diversity, Access, and Affordability 
AFCredit19 DiversityCommittee 1   
AFCredit20 DiversityOfficer 1   
AFCredit21 NonDiscriminationPolicy 1   
AFCredit22 DiversityPlan 1   
AFCredit23 RecruitingforStudentDiversity 1   
AFCredit24 SupportProgramsforUnderrepresentedGroups 1   
AFCredit25 SupportProgramsforUnderrepresentedPh.D.Candidates 1   
AFCredit26 AffordabilityandAccessPrograms 1   





AFCredit27 SustainableCompensationforFacultyandStaff 1   
AFCredit28 FacultyandStaffBenefits* 3   
AFCredit29 GraduateStudentEmployeeBenefits* 2   
AFCredit30 ParentalLeave* 1   
AFCredit31 DomesticPartnerBenefits* 1   
AFCredit32 EmployeeSatisfactionSurvey 1   
Trademark Licensing 
AFCredit33 IndependentMonitoringofLogoApparel* 3   
AFCredit34 DesignatedSuppliersProgram* 1   



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MORE ADVANCED THAN 
HEAT PIPES AND LARGE PLATE 
HEAT EXCHANGERS 




• No Moving Parts
• Easy to Install 
• Free Reheat Energy
• Competitively Priced
• Superior Heat Transfer
• Pre-Engineered 
• Compact Design
• Chilled Water or Refrigerant Models 






SUPER-EFFICIENT DEHUMIDIFICATION BY DESIGN
MSP® Technology’s patented heat exchangers and
dehumidifying coils are designed specifically for simple
application into air handling systems. They are the 
simplest, most cost-effective solution to the problems
associated with combining air-to-air plate heat
exchangers and cooling coils for dehumidification. 
Compared to traditional designs, multiple small plate
(MSP®) wrap-around dehumidification technology
achieves the highest possible dehumidification capacity
per unit of energy consumed with the lowest air pressure
drop. The difference is in the MSP Heat Exchanger, 
not exotic materials or expensive machinery. MSP
Technology’s patented dehumidifying coils are designed
to provide every benefit that you could possibly offer
building engineers and owners.
Superior Results for Design Engineers
Now you can offer super-efficient dehumidifying 
and energy recovery solutions by specifying MSP®
Technology’s patented components. Give your clients
the extraordinary economic benefits of multiple small
plate technology with up to 50% energy savings.
• Efficiency unaffected by temperature differences 
(contrary to heat-pipes)
• Compact size with guaranteed performance 
(contrary to large plates)
• Uniform internal temperature and velocity profiles 
for superior coil circuit loading and low superheat
• No moving parts—low maintenance
• Versatile airflow configurations
• Chilled Water or Refrigerant models 
• No reheat coil required
• Full draining (no standing water)
Ideal for OEM Applications
By simply providing cabinet size constraints and
operating parameters, an MSP® Dehumidifying coil
can be made to fit any application.
• Pre-engineered for lower initial design cost
• Compact and simple to install
• Reduces cabinet size
• No reheat required
• Competitively priced
• Versatile dimensions and airflow configurations
No preheat required in outside-air water
source heat pump applications.
MSP® Heat Exchangers
MSP Technology’s patented
heat exchangers are the
most efficient solution for
the recovery of energy in
sealed ventilation systems
requiring no cross leakage
of air. Unlike traditional
crossflow or counterflow
plate heat exchangers, the
MSP heat exchanger can be
equipped for cross (X) or
over & under (=) patterns. 
U.S. Patent# 6,182,747 (Other U.S.





HOW MSP® DEHUMIDIFYING TECHNOLOGY WORKS
ONE
Warm, humid incoming air is distributed to the
plate-type air-to-air heat exchangers for pre-cooling
and initial dehumidification using regenerative 
thermal exchange with the cooler air that is 
leaving the heat exchanger.
Advantages:
• Pre-cooling and dehumidification by regenerative 
thermal exchange are “free” and involve no 
additional equipment.
• A manifold splits the air stream equally between the 
MSP® heat exchanger rows, resulting in uniform internal 
temperature and velocity profiles.
TWO
Pre-cooled air then passes twice over conventional 
cooling coils for final cooling and dehumidification.
Advantages:
• Pre-cooled and pre-dehumidified air can be treated much 
more efficiently using smaller compressors that require 
as little as one-half the power.
• Superior coil performance and low superheat due to 
uniform internal temperature and velocity profiles.
THREE
The cool, dehumidified air is drawn back through
the opposite side of the heat exchanger where it
absorbs heat from incoming air.
Advantages:
• No reheat coil—and no energy needed to reheat the 
dehumidified air before it enters the conditioned 
environment.
US Patent #4,761,966, 5,816,315, 5,913,360
(Other U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending)
Greater Efficiency Than Heat Pipes
Plate heat exchangers have a two-step heat transfer
process (airÜfinÜair) and experience no degradation
of efficiency throughout a full range of temperature
differences. 
Heat pipes, on the other hand have a six-step heat
transfer process (airÜfinÜtubeÜfluidÜtubeÜfinÜair)
severely inhibiting overall heat transfer. Additionally,
lower temperature differences greatly affect the 
rate of fluid movement, further reducing heat pipe 
efficiency at lower temperature differences.














MSP® Dehumidifying Coils are offered in a wide range of super-efficient, 
pre-engineered solutions. Capacities are available from 200 to 20,000 CFM,
and larger models can be built to specification. The MSP Dehumidifying Coil
is designed to deliver as low as 38° F dew point and is capable of converting 
more than 90% of the cooling energy to latent heat energy. MSP Technology
uses ordinary refrigeration for cooling or, unlike traditional dehumidification 





MSP® Dehumidifying Coils units are pre-engineered and offered in
a wide range of sizes with capacities to 20,000 CFM and higher and
can be seamlessly integrated and tailored to fit your needs.
Specify MSP on your next project
OEM Partners
MSP® Technology licenses or sells our patented,
multiple small plate technology to HVAC related
equipment manufacturers. Take advantage of all
the engineering and economic benefits that
MSP offers while maintaining your trusted name
in the industry. As for integrating our MSP com-
ponents, they are easy to customize and install
to your project’s specifications. Our engineers
will ensure that your MSP-based air handling






©2008 MSP® Technology.com, LLC. 
All rights reserved
GREEN YOUR IAQ TODAY
Super-Efficient By Design
• Up to 50% Energy/Cost Savings
• Low Profile Compact Design
• Free Reheat Energy
• Increased Efficiency
Over Other Dehumidification Solutions
MSP Technology is a proud member of the 
U.S. Green Building Council.
The MSP® Dehumidifying Coil is eligible for 
USGBC LEED®* credits in at least 3 of 5 categories.
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (IAQ)
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
WATER SAVINGS
* LEED is the nationally accepted benchmark for the
design, construction and operation of high performance
green buildings.
GREEN3™
The MeshScape® Wireless Pneumatic  Thermostat (Wi-Stat IIIp) Provides Reliable Zone Comfort 
and Enhanced Energy Economy Through Remote Monitoring and Set Point Management, 
Enabling Greater Energy Policy Compliance and Usage Analysis 
MeshScape GO Networking 
The Wi-Stat IIIp uses the industrially-proven MeshScape GO 
networking system which features: 
— Self-administrating network: a self-forming and self-healing 
mesh network requires no administration 
— Robust: a network that ensures multi-route, reliable data 
transmission over extensive distances 
— Responsive: a network that quickly adapts to changes in 
topology and radio frequency (RF)  
— Power efficient: can run for years on a single battery set  
— Scalable: with the application, can scale to hundreds of 
wireless nodes with minimal overhead  
— Low latency: very short network data delivery times 
The Wi-Stat IIIp is designed to be part of the MeshScape system, 
which can be configured to provide either single-site or multi-site 
monitoring/control via an internet web interface. 
 
The Wi-Stat IIIp is one of a family of Wi-Stats that provide local supervisory 
control and enable remote monitoring.  It overcomes the challenges 
experienced with point-to-point radios by communicating through a robust 
wireless mesh sensor network. 
Features at a Glance  
Thermal Zone Features 
— No valve calibration (Piezo electric valve actuator)  
— Wireless mesh thermostat provides remote monitoring 
and HVAC control capabilities 
— +/- 1° F control accuracy for maximum comfort 
— Easy to install; economical retrofit is compatible with and 
uses the existing thermostat and HVAC pneumatics 
— Bi-directional wireless communication 
— Occupancy scheduling and monitoring capabilities define 
and enforce energy policies 
— Allows for local thermostat operation within the specified 
comfort zone 
— Override feature allows local operation during scheduled 
unoccupied periods 
— Setback control can continue independent of wireless 
communications 
— Detects and displays branch line air pressure 
— IC- and FCC-compliant hardware modules 
Wireless Sensor Network Features 
— Operates on a license-free 2.4 GHz ISM radio band with 15 
user-selectable channels 
— Configures as part of a MeshScape network that includes 
hundreds of wireless devices 
— Wireless communication ranges available of at least 750 feet
between adjacent devices 
— Extensive (1000s of feet) mesh network coverage 
Retrofit Pneumatic HVAC 
Wi-Stat IIIp replaces mechanical Bi-Metal elements with advanced 
Piezo electric valve actuator for much more accurate pneumatic 
controls. It is the only universal thermostat replacement to provide 
802.15.4 wireless communication for buildings with pneumatic 
interfaces for HVAC controls. The Wi-Stat IIIp supports 2 pipe 
pneumatic interface options to rapidly and affordably upgrade 
existing systems for energy management and provides an easy 
migration path for the future elimination of pneumatics, if desired. 
Typical Applications 
The Wi-Stat IIIp is an intelligent energy conservation device for 
pneumatic commercial, industrial, and municipal HVAC 
environments with retrofit, low cost, and ease of deployment as 
key drivers. The Wi-Stat IIIp is familiar and easy-to-use, for it 
operates with the local conventional thermostat. Local 
supervisory control features enforce constraints and 
communicate via the mesh network to a remote monitoring and 
control application. Alternatively, a Wi-Stat IIIp can be configured 
to include the Wi-Zone temperature input for improved 
temperature uniformity within a zone.   
Long Range 
The Wi-Stat IIIp transmits at a radio power of 60-mW, allowing for 
communication distances of at least 750 feet clear line of sight. 
Meshing capabilities allow for coverage of 1000s of feet. 
 
Remote Monitoring/Control Features 
The MeshScape Wi-Stat IIIp is designed to interface with any  
BACnet or Modbus® compatible Remote HVAC Monitoring and 
Control software application. Millennial Net’s Wi-EMS Remote HVAC 
Monitoring and Control provides a full-featured and easy-to-use 
365-day occupancy scheduling calendar that reports, trends, and 
analyzes energy consumption. 
Wi-Stat IIIp HVAC Compatibility 
— 2-Pipe, Multiple Temperature Setpoints  
— Direct / Reverse Acting, Dead Band Control, Summer / Winter 
thermostat systems 
— Heat only, cool only, and heat/cool dual mode systems 
— No calibration or throttling range adjustment is 
        needed 




285 Billerica Road 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
Tel.: (978) 569 1921 
info@millennialnet.com 
www.millennialnet.com
© 2010 Millennial Net, Inc. All rights reserved. Persistent Dynamic Routing™ is a trademark, and Millennial Net® and MeshScape® are registered trademarks of 
Millennial Net, Inc. Modbus is a trademark or registered trademark of Schneider Automation Inc. Honeywell is a Registered Trademark of Honeywell Inc.All other 
trademarks are property of their respective owners. Information is subject to change. 2010-DS-EM-6424020Tv002 
Commercial- and Industrial-Class Wireless Mesh Networking
MeshScape® 
Try it for yourself 
Setting up a wireless mesh network is fast and easy. The 
MeshScape self-forming and self-healing network is designed for 
rapid deployment and easy operation.  
For more information, visit www.millennialnet.com 
Parameter Value Unit Notes 
Pneumatic Features    
Thermostat Type  2 - Pipe, Multiple Temperature Setpoints  
Contact Action Direct / Reverse Acting, Dead Band Control, Summer / Winter thermostat  
Element Type Piezo electric valve actuator 
Air Connections ¼” or (6.35 mm)  5/32” (4.00 mm)   
Airflow Usage 0.011 scfm (5.2 mL/s)  
Throttling Range 0 – 10 F  User configurable 
Pressure Measurement    
Sensor type   Surface mount pre-amplified pressure gauge  
Measurement range 0 ~ 30 PSI  
Accuracy 1.5% full scale %  
Pneumatic Output Ports    
Main line Port M port Maximum main line pressure 30 psi 
Branch line Part Br port 
Actively controlled with pressure sensor feedback for various 
pressure level requirements 
Optional Opto-isolated Output Channels  
Number of channels 1 channel For additional on / off Fan control 
Maximum voltage 50 V, AC or DC  
Maximum current 1 A  
Temperature Measurement    
Sensor type Integrated circuit sensor Low current drain, < 90 uA 
Measurement range -50°F ~ +300°F (-10°C ~ +149°C) °F (°C)  
Accuracy ±1.00 (±0.56) °F (°C)  
Power    
Internal batteries 4.5 VDC Four AA size batteries 
External DC supply 6 maximum VDC Through screw terminal 
Minimum supply voltage 3.1 VDC  
Estimated battery life Up to 5 Years With minimum pneumatic line leakage (w/ Lithium) 
Display   
Display type Liquid crystal  
Displays temperature, branch line pressure, set point, occupied / set back mode, 
heat / cool / fan status, battery voltage & wireless connection status; supports 
set point adjustment, HVAC mode (auto / heat only / cool only) selection, fan 
mode selection (auto / on), and maintenance mode selection 
Radio    
Operating frequency range 2405 ~ 2475 MHz ISM band 
Number of available channels 15   IEEE 802.15.4 channels 11 ~ 25  
Channel spacing 5 MHz  
Maximum RF transmit power 18 dBm  
Receiver sensitivity  -95 dBm At 10 -5 bit error rate 
RF data transmission rate 250 Kbits/sec  
Channel agility Yes  
Automatically realigns RF channel when network (MeshGate) 
switches to a new channel.   
Environmental & Mechanical Value Unit Notes 
Operating temperature range 14°F to 131°F (-10°C to 55°C) °F (°C)   
Storage temperature range -40°F to 185°F (-40°C to 85°C) °F (°C)  
Dimension 108x102x36 (4.3x4.0x1.4) mm (in)  
Weight 8.1  oz  
Regulatory Compliance   
FCC & IC for unlicensed operation 
 
285 Billerica Road 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
Tel.: (978) 569 1921 
info@millennialnet.com 
www.millennialnet.com
 © 2010 Millennial Net, Inc. All rights reserved. Persistent Dynamic Routing™ is a trademark, and Millennial Net® and MeshScape® are registered trademarks of 
Millennial Net, Inc. Modbus is a trademark or registered trademark of Schneider Automation Inc. Honeywell is a Registered Trademark of Honeywell Inc.All other 
trademarks are property of their respective owners. Information is subject to change. 
Wi-Stat IIIp Specifications
MeshScape® 























































































































































































The worldwide patent pending Wireless Pneumatic Thermostat (WPT) delivers DDC-like 
functionality at a fraction of the time and cost without the need to change out pneumatic pipes, 
run wires, replace actuators or disturb tenants. Not necessary to upgrade entire building at one 
time; may selectively retrofit individual thermostats for incremental benefits: 
 • Remote monitoring of temperature and branch pressure
 • Automatic setpoint changes based on time-of-day schedule and night setback
 • Automatic calibration for setpoint offsets
 • Notification on occupancy override
 • Early problem detection to avoid tenant/occupant complaints
 • Zone control for optimal energy usage and comfort
 • System can work standalone, or integrate with existing Building Automation System   
 via BACnet/IP






















San Jose, CA 95134




Cypress EnvirosystemsTM and its logo are trademarks of Cypress Envirosystems, Inc. The name of any other company, products, or services mentioned herein are for identification 
purposes only and may be trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of or may be copyrighted by their respective holders. 
© Copyright 2008 Cypress Envirosystems, Inc. All rights reserved.     
			Action:	 Direct / Reverse Acting
			Number	of	Pipes:	 Single / Dual pipe
			Setpoint	Temperature	Range:	 55°F to 85°F (13°C to 29°C)
			Air	connections:	 3/32” (2.5 mm) ID tube fittings
			Max	Pipe	Operating	Pressure: 25 psi (170 kPa)
			Airflow	Usage:	 0.011 scfm (5.2 mL/s)
			Sensitivity: Factory adjusted to 2.0 - 2.5 psi/F
			Operating	frequency	band: 2.4 GHz ISM Band
			Battery	life: More than 2 years (with 4 setpoint changes per day)
			Operating	Condition: 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C); 95% RH Maximum, Noncondensing
			Storage	Condition: -40°F to 122°F (-40°C to 50°C); 95% RH Maximum, Noncondensing
			Dimensions: Length - 5.6 in (141mm) Width - 4.1 in (103.5mm) Depth - 2.1 in (53.3mm)
WIRELESS PNEUMATIC THERMOSTAT (WPT)
KEY PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Save energy costs by non-invasively monitoring your existing steam 
traps to remotely detect early failures  
Steam trap failures cause you to lose money.  Leaking traps increase steam costs and blocked 
traps can cause pipe damage.
Instead of time-consuming manual audits, the Cypress Envirosystems Wireless Steam Trap 
Monitor (WSTM) allows you to remotely monitor steam trap health year round. The WSTM 
non-invasively attaches to any steam trap in your steam distribution system. Use the Cypress 
Envirosystems server to view the overall health of each trap from your PC or existing building 














 to Cypress Envirosystems server
•	 FCC,	RoHS	and	ETSI	compliant
•	 Uses	robust	and	highly	optimized	








 steam trap failures early
•	 Eliminate	manual	steam	trap	audits
•	 Prevent	pipe	damage	caused	by	
 blocked traps  
PBWSTM070903
Steam	Trap	Compatibility: All mechanical steam traps, 1/2" (12.5mm) steam line and up
Max	Steam	Pressure: 800 psi (55 bar)
Data	Capture	Rate: User-configurable
Thermocouple: Type K, 32°F to 2012°F (0°C to 1100°C)
Max	Thermocouple	Length: 5ft (1.5m) standard length.  Custom lengths available upon request.
Wireless	Frequency: 2.4GHz Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum, 100mW peak output
Wireless	Range: Up to 1600 ft (488 m), high interference immunity, extendable with repeaters
Wireless	Protocol:* Cypress Semiconductor’s highly optimized industrial DSSS radio and protocol.  
Integrates robust security, antenna and frequency diversity, optional encryption and 
minimal interference with existing wireless systems.  (For additional details, please 
see FAQ at www.cypressenvirosystems.com)
Approvals: FCC Class B compliant, RoHS, ETSI compliant
Power	Supply: Two 3V lithium batteries
Battery	Life: >3 years (approximate)
Humidity: 10-99%RH, non-condensing
Operating	Temperature: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Storage	Temperature: -40°F to 185°F (-40°C to 85°C)
Enclosure: Rugged extruded aluminum industrial chassis (optional NEMA4/IP66 enclosure)
Dimensions: 5.7” x 2.2” x 1.6” (145mm x 57mm x 42mm)
Weight: 0.51 lbs (230g)
HEADQUARTERS
198 Champion Court
San Jose, CA 95134




WIRELESS STEAM TRAP MONITOR (WSTM-100)
KEY PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
*All wireless devices use Cypress Semiconductor’s industry-leading frequency agile protocols providing unmatched interference 
 immunity and co-location capabilities. 
Cypress EnvirosystemsTM and its logo are trademarks of Cypress Envirosystems, Inc. The name of any other company, products, or services mentioned herein are for identification 
purposes only and may be trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of or may be copyrighted by their respective holders. 
© Copyright 2008 Cypress Envirosystems, Inc. All rights reserved.     
